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ABSTRACT
Maternal Attitudes and Perceptions Concerning
The Curriculu m and Ins tructional Procedures
In a University Preschoo l Program
by
Adelle Taggart Karren, Master of Science
Utah State University , 1974
Major Professor: Dr. Jay D. Schvaneveldt
Department: Family and Child Development
The purpose of this study was to assess mothers' attitudes and per-ceptions with respect to the preschool program at the Utah State University
Ch ild Development Laboratory.

Six specific objectives were sought in this

research, including evaluating maternal sa tisfaction concerning the present
time schedule and grouping of children, assess ing attitudes of mothers rega rding spec ifi c possible changes in preschooi procedures, determining a
level of in vol vement of mothers in the preschool program, identifying speci fic
concerns of mothers towards and about the preschool, determining a level of
satisfaction of mothers towards the preschool's curriculum and instructional
procedures, and identifying maternal expected preschool gains and recommendations.

A written questionnaire was sent to each of the ninety-four

mothers with a child enrolled Winter <quarter, 1974 in the Utah State Univers ity Chi ld Develormcnt Laboratory.
returned their questionnaires.

One-hundred percent of the mothers

ix
The overall finding of this study was that the mothers wer e definitely
favorab le towards the cur ri culum and instructional procedures at the Utah State
Univers ity Child Deve lopm ent Laboratory.

The data from this research indicated

that the preschool mothers were genera lly sat isfied with the present preschool
time s chedule a nd child grouping according to age and sex.

The mothers expres-

sed a n inte rest in a monthly workshop for par e nts, a preschool bus, and a
change in the daily refreshment . Three-fourths of the mothers considered the
present preschool fee to be fair a nd proper.

The findings also indicated that

the majority of the mothers were somewhat involved with the preschool program .
Ha lf of the mothers expressed the co ncern that in cold weather the children
continue to play outside. Social development was the mothers' most frequently
c ited presc hool ga in .
It is believed that some of the specific findings and recommendations

have so me important implications for the Family and Child De velopm ent Department at Utah State Un iversity as we ll as for other university connected child
development programs throughout the United States.
(104 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Many nursery schools were establi shed in the United States after World
War I , most of which, were laboratory schools in colleges and universities .
Utah Sta te UniversitY"at Logan, Utah in 1931 was one of the universities that
began a Child Development Laboratory.

Moore a nd Richards (1959) believe that

some of the bes t preschools are those that se rve as Child Development Laboratorie s in universitie s .

They point out that la boratory preschools usually receive

financia l support from the univers ity.

Also, since they are often involved in re-

search and are encouraged to employ the newest educational procedures, these
sc hools usually put into practic e the most recent findings concerning child behavior a nd development.

Moore and Richards list the functions of university

laboratory preschools: to provide rich, wholesome learning experiences for
young c hildren ; to help students understand human growth and development
through student teaching, observation, and participation; to increase parents'
understa nding of child growth a nd guidance; and to provide research opportunities.
With the Uta h State University Ch ild De ve lopment Laboratory serving in the above
fun ct ions, it is very similar to most college and university preschools.
Besides laboratory nursery schools today there are many different kinds
of preschoo ls inc luding Head Start programs, Day Care Centers , Montessori
schools, and cognitively-oriented preschools.

Particularly in the last two de-

cades there has been a dramatic in crease in the interest and understanding of
*Utah State University will her eafter be referred to as U.S . U.
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early childhood education.

Part of this new emphasis has occurred because of

the great increase in the number of women working outside of the home and
requiring child care.

Also, research is re vealing that the first few years of a

child's life are critical, not only in themselves, but also as a foundation for
future learning and growth. It is Spodek's (1973) opinion that there is no longer
a debate whether or not early childhood educational opportunities ought to be provided, but rather how can these opportunities be best provided.

Therefore, it is

important that a preschool program be frequently evaluated to assess whether
or not it is providing children quality educa tional opportunities.
Patterson (1971b , p. 809 ) points out that "Whether or not program evaluation is a clearly articulated aspect of an e arly childhood education program,
evaluation will take place ." She defines evaluation from a casual conversation
between parents concerning what has or has not happened at school, to a formal
confe rence between supervisor and teacher . Thus, whenever people assess the
quality of an educational program, some type of evaluation is taking place.

Pat-

terson a lso states that the purpo se of program evaluation and the type of instrument to collect data can vary greatly.
Todd and Heffernan (1970) bel ie ve that an appraisal of a preschool program s hould include determining the value parents attach to a preschool program.
For example, the appraisal might determine what the parents wanted for their
child, whether they feel satisfied with the development of their child, and whether
their child likes co ming to preschool.

A parent plays a very important role as

to whethe r or not his c hild's life outs ide of school will be better as a result of his
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school experience and perhaps e ven have an effect on his future years.

Horwich

(1949) also supports this idea that parental attitudes have an unquestionable
effect on c hildren.

A parent's goals become a part of the child's school life.

The child needs the approval of his parents besides the approval of his teacher
and the other children to be happy at school.

Statement of the Problem

Both randomly and systematically, the Family and Child Development
faculty and staff at U. S. U. have continuously reviewed, evaluated, and i mplemen ted changes in the Child Development Laboratory.

This has been accom-

plished through such means as regularly scheduled head teacher meetings,
departmental staff meetings, and other institutional planning meelings.

Through

such means as informal conversations with the teacher, parents ha ve also provided r a ndom feedback and evaluation.

However, the parents have never for-

mally or systematically evaluated the U. S. U. preschool program.

1n light of

the unquestionable effect parents have on their child, the parents' attitudes and
perceptions concerning their child's preschool experience should not be excluded.
No other research has been done on parenta l attitudes towards instructio nal procedures and curriculum in the preschool and only limited research is available
concerning parents' attitudes towards nursery school education in general.
Therefore, it was believed that this study would begin to fill the gap in this area
of research.

Although both the mother and father playa very important role in
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a preschooler ' s life , in mo st cases the mother is more informed and involved
concerning their child's preschool educa tion.

The purpose of this study , therefore, was to assess mother's attitudes
and perceptions with respec t to the preschool program at the Utah State University Child Development Laboratory . This was done through questionnaires
to the ninety-four mothers with children who were in attendance Winter Quarter,
1974. It was hoped that the results would be of use to the Utah State Fam il y and
Child Development Department as we ll a s to other preschools in determining
maternal and family expectations con cerning preschool programs.

It was also

believed that this study had implic ations for welding better relationships between
parents and school, for program deve lopment for young children, and increasing
the quality and scope of pres chool education.

Objectives

The major overall objective was to provide evaluati ve feedback a nd information concerning a university preschool program as percei ved by the mothers.
Specifically the objectives were:
(1) To evaluate maternal satisfaction concerning the pr esent time sc hedule

and grouping of the children.
(2) To assess attitudes of mothers regarding spec ific poss ible changes in
preschool procedures.
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(3) To determine a level of involvement of mothers in the preschool
program.
(4) To identify specific concerns of mothers towards and about the preschool.
(5) To determine a level of satisfaction of mothers towards the preschool's c urriculum and instru c tional procedures .
(6) To identify maternal expected preschool gains and recommendations
of the moth ers for the preschool.

Definition of Terms

The words "child development laboratory. " "nursery school. " and "preschool" as they are used in this thesis may be considered to be synonymous .
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Sin ce no other studies have been done on the specific problem explored
in this study a nd only a very limited research is available on parental attitude
co ncerning preschool education in general, the review of literature was broadened
to look at preschool education in more ge neral terms.

However, especially since

the 1960's, numerous studies have been done on preschool education.

For this

reason, these pertinent a reas were selected to be reviewed: (1) history of preschool educat ion ; (2) types of preschools; (3) preschool instructional procedures;
and (4) parenta l altitudes and involvement concerning preschool education .

History of Preschool Education

Society is indebted to Frederick Froebel who in 1840 in Germany conce ived " the kindergarten ide a, which recognized the educational value of play. "
(Hammond, 1963, p . 7) Hammond furthe r states that the first kindergarten in the
United States was established in 1855 by Mrs. Carl Schurz, a pupil of Froebel.
It was located in Watertown , Wisconsin and was a German-speaking kindergarten.

In 1860 a t Boston Mi ss Elizabeth Peabody opened the first privately operated
English-speaking kindergarten in the United States.

Several years later, in

187:1 , al Sl. Louis, Susan E. Blow along with William T. Harris established
the first public kindergarten.

This opened the way for a decade of rapid develop-

ment in kindergarten education followed by ups and downs.
s tates now have statewide public kindergartens.

Currently many
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Reac;l (1971) gi ves a brie f history of the nursery school.

The first

nursery school was established in London in 190 8 by the McMillan sisters.
Its purpose was to impro ve the he a lth and general welfare of slum children.
The nursery school idea did not arrive in America until around 1920.

During

this period after the First World War many nursery schools were established
in the United States . Most were laboratory schools in colleges and universities
for the purpose of learning more about children's growth and development.
The federal governme nt supported nursery school programs during the
depression to provide employment for adults and to mini mize the effects of
the dcpression for those involved.

During World War II the federa l gove rnment

again supported nursery schools by providing care for mothers working in war
industries.

After the war some of the nursery schools were taken over by the

community; the rest were abruptly closed.

In the 1950's only a small group of

professiona l people and parents were concerned w ith nurs ery school e ducation
because the country was absorbed wi th postwar problems and the post depression
era .
Read further s tates that the federal government once again gave support
to preschool education with the signing of the Economic Opportunity Act in 1964.
To help the cul turally disadvantaged chi ld be better prepared for formal school,
Head Start schoo ls were opened in 1965 as summer programs and were later
extended to full-year programs.
The development and enroll ment in a ll types of early childhood education
dramatically increased during the 1960's.

Todd and Heffernan (1970) report that
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an acceptance of preschool education is now widespread throughout this country.
Many Americans believe that entrance into school should not be delayed until
six, if society's best interests are to be served and children are to develop into
their fullest potential.

Types of Preschools

The range in the types of early childhood educational programs available
has expanded significantly.

The programs that exist are designed for different

child populations, have different goals, and are based on a variety of theories
(Spodek, 1973).

The distinction between the various types of preschool is how-

ever, not always clear.

Da y care centers
Bernard (1973, p. 325) believes that "Day Care Centers are rapidly
gaining attention as being potentially powerful aspects of children's lives." The
purpose of many of these centers is to provide child care while mothers are working or are unable to care for children because of illness or other reasons.
These schools began as centers to provide custodial care for children.
today many of these Day Car e Centers do have a planned education.

However,

Read (1971)

believes there is a very great need for day care in the United States . Read
states that in America it is estimated that as many as fifty percent of the women
are employed outside the home with many of these women having young children.
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Cooperative nursery schools
These schools are educational programs organized by parents themselves for their preschool children.

The term "cooperative " is used since each

parent is expected to contribute time and/or service to the school.

Most schools

employ a trained director who provides close supervision to the parents as they
work with the children.

This type of school costs somewhat less than a private

school plus has the advantage of educating the parents while providing a worthwhile education experience for the children.

The child-developmentoriented nursery school
Lavatelli (1970) describes the Child-Development-Oriented Nursery
School which has corne to be ca lled the traditional nursery school. It places
more emphasis on the child's social and emotional development than on his intellectual development.

This is understandable since the children usually corne

from middle-class homes where they have opportunit.ies to be intellectually
stimulated.

In the Child-Development-Oriented Nursery School the trained

teacher(s) help the children to grow in self-reliance. to work constructively
with the other children . to be considerate for the feelings of others. to take responsibility for finishing activities and cleaning uP. and to share equipment by
taking turns.

The traditional nursery school typically encourages the develop-

ment of creativity. social cducation. and language development.
teacher(s) have a close working relationship with the parents.

Usually the
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In recent years educationa l psyc hologists, sociologists, and popular
writers have accused the traditional nursery school not only of neglecting intellectual development, but actually being anti-intellectual since it allegedly disapproves of formal teaching . It is argued that by withholding formal learning,
the c hild is deprived the stimulation that would help his mind grow. Lavatelli
(1970, p. 242) states "such criticism should not blind us, however, to the cons idcrabl e contribution play activities make to intellectual development." A
c hild's play is not just random activity, but often involves directed experimentation.

Academica lly oriented preschools
In the 1960's "programs mushroo med with each investigator attempting
to demonstrate that the early c hildhood years cou ld and should be used to teach
the young c hild academic sk ill s formerly reserved for the primary grades. "
(Lavatelli , 1970, p. 244) Macco by (1 970) describes one such program called
the E-B or Engelmann-Becker Program.

This program is designed for dis-

adva ntaged children with the premise that these child ren are academically behind middle-class children.
and taught them rapidly.

Therefo r e, they need to be taught academic skills,

At least an hour a day is spent on formal lessons in

r eading, arithmetic, and langu age. Soc ial reinforcement is a key element of the
program.

The teacher sits with four to six children using programed lessons

requiring continuous responses from the children.
remedy ing language deficienc ies.

Particular emphasis is on

No distinc tion is made between extrinsic and
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intrinsic moti vation . It places little emphasis on social and emotional development a nd the value of play.

Montessori schools
In the early 1900' s a r emarkable Italian physician named Marie Montessori de velo ped an innovative child-centered program of education.

At her death

in 1952 she had long been given credit for founding an international movement
(Wakin, 1964).

After the fir st Russian sputnlk Americans were shakened and

q ues tio ned our ow n system of education. The Montessori method with its emphaSi s o n lea rning the three R's offered a possible solution (Plank, 1962) . Imm ed iately nume rous Montess ori schools sprang up all over the country most of
which were organized by parents.
In Montessori schools the c hildren proceed at their own pace in an environment controlled for learning. The heart of the program is the self-correcting
teaching materials many of which are designed to develop sensory perception.
The overa ll impression of the Montessori c lassroom is one of "controlled chaos"
with each c hild quietly working with a learning situation of his choice.

The

teacher moves among the children encouraging them individually, but not interfering (Wakin, 1964) .
Plank (1962) lists three of the distinguishing characteristics of the
Monte ssori system from methods more accepted in America: (1) Montessori
does not stress interaction between teacher and c hild or between children.
(2) More stress is placed on creativity in learnlng and less on creativity in the
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arts.

(3) Montessori emphasizes the environment and the teaching equip-

ment.

Preschool Ins tru ctiona l Procedures

It is the opinion of the investigator that the preschool being studied, the

U. S. U. Child Development Laboratory, more closely approximates the "tradi tional" preschool than any of the other types of preschools mentioned above.
Therefore, instructional procedures will be described primarily on the basis of
the "tradi tional" preschool.
In structional procedures refer to variables such as time and space,
materials and equipment, and activities of both children a nd adults and how these
things are organized, structured and sequenced. These various dimensions are,
of course, interdependent and all help make up the total program (Patterson, A.
1971).

Time and space
Space in a preschool can vary from one large room to several smaller
rooms.

The furniture may be fi xed or flexible with cha nges over time.

Space

outside thc cl ass room mayor may not be utilized such as the hallways, library,
outdoors, and the wider community (Patterson, A.

1971).

Read (1971) feels that the arrangement of equipment definitely influences
the behavior of the children.

For example, more child r en are encouraged to

play in an area that has plenty of room. A preschool that has broadwalks c irc ling the
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playground invites more children to use wheel toys than one small surfaced area.
Also children have the opportunity to be independent when storage space can be
eas ily reached by the children.
Young children not only need plenty of space , but quality of space.
Quality refers to the content and organization of the space.

The r e s hould be a

suffiCiently wide choice of activities and enough acti vities for each ch ild.

Read

cites a pamphlet which states: (1) A preschool with well- organized space has
sufficient empty space.

Between one-third and o ne-half of the play space should

be e mpty for such activities as building blocks or setti ng up a store.
the room is arranged, traffic patterns should be considered.

(2) When

A child should be

able to eas ily walk from one area to another without interfering with any ac tivities.
(3) In the well-organized room the teacher ca n easily see what is going on in the
room without ha ving to walk through the room.

(4) Storage units are efficiently

placed.
Sto ne a nd Church (1 973) str ess in order for a child to have freedom of
space to wa nder and explore in the preschoo l, it should always be freedom within
limits.

For example, yards must be fenced, gates and doors must have child-

proof latches, and c limbing equi pmen t must not be too high.
Read (1971) suggests that a pres c hoo l have a flexible schedule which may
be modified when necessary.

The schedul e exists as a framework to gi ve a sense

of sureness a nd order to the day.

However, Read strongly believes that the

c hildren shou ld be free to make choices within the structure . Stone and Churc h
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(1973) in most cases favor a morning presc hool program that includes lunch
which they see as an integr a l part of the curriculum.

Materials and eguipment
Read (1971) points out that preschool equipment should be safe, sturdy,
and capable of being used in a variety of ways.

Some equipment such as a

jungle gym may be fixed, but most will be moveable.
that not all the materials are out at a ny o ne time.
have adequate storage areas.

Read feels it is important

Therefore, it is important to

Read suggests that the following items might be

included in various centers of interest: general items, such as chairs of different heights, low tables, low shelves, a large clock, and bulletin board; housekeeping center included with dolls, stove, sink, dress-up clothes , a mirror, and
telephones; building center with different size blocks; center for quiet play with
puzzles and other manipulati ve toys; a center for exploration and experi mentation
with such things as a magnifying glass, and compass; music center with a record
player and musical instruments ; art center with such items as an easel, paints,
scissors, and collage material; library center; dramatic play materials for use
indoors or outdoors with such items as hospital equipment and an old steering
wheel; and also active outdoor equ ipment including a slide, sand area, wheel
toys , and climbing equipment.

The children and teachers
Stone and Church (lfJ7:l) believe it is desirable to mix children of diverse
races a nd nationalities and sometimes to include a proportion of handicapped
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children.
diverse.

This teaches the children that mank ind is all one while being infinitely
Furthe rmore, they point out that mixing c hildren of different ages has

the adva ntage that the younger children can learn from the older children. On
the other hand, when children are all within a narrow age range, the children can
safe ly fight out minor battles and tryout their feelings and ideas on each other
and be accepted.

Also , as Read (1971) points out, it may be easier for the

teacher to provide expe ri ences suitable to the children 's needs when the c hildren
are g r ouped in narrow age bands.

Another alternative is to group together dif-

ferent ages, bu t then segregate the ages for certa in activities.

Considering the

ev idence available, Read co ncludes that the best age range may depend on the
particu lar si tu a tion or the teacher's prefere nce.
The number of staff needed in a preschool will be influenced by the physica l set-up of the school, the age of the c hildre n , and whether or not children
with handicaps are e nrolled . However, in general one teacher is needed for
every eight or ten preschool children.

The persona l characteristics of the

teachers are very important . In fact the s ingle most important factor in determining what a preschool experience will be like for a child is the teacher as a
person (Read, 1971; Hoffman and Hoffman, 1964) .
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Parental Attitude s and Involvement
Concerning Presc hool Education

Previous research
The investigator could find no research concerning parental attitudes towards instructional procedures and curriculum in the preschool and only limited
research dealing with parent's attitudes towards nursery school education in
general .
Cunningham (1934) tested a small sample of university students majoring
in education and sociology concerning their attitudes toward nursery school education.

The mean score was slightly higher for the education majors.

However,

both groups definitely were favorable towards nursery schools according to the
results.
Thirty years later Van (1965) used Cunningham's instrument.

His resu lts

showed that the attitudes of the subjects definitely were favorable towards preschool experience for children.

However, Van recognized that si nce his study

was done in a college town, the cultural atmosphere may have influenced the
subject's attitudes.
Meals (1968) developed her own parental attitude scale.

She tested forty

middle-class married couples with childre n enrolled in the U.S. U. Child
Development Lab.

She compared attitudes of mothers and fathers toward

nursery school education . Her data revealed definitely favorable attitudes towards nursery school education on the part of the mothers and fathers. Meals
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recommends that the scope of her study be expanded to include parents with children not in attendance at nursery school as well as parents from differing social
classes.

Reasons for sending a
c hild to preschool
The reasons why par ents mayor may not send their child to preschool
are numerous.

Swift (1964) points out that some people believe that participation

in a preschool interferes with the child's need for a close relationship with his
mother.

Also some people believe that nursery school necessitates the child to

conform to group demands before he has defined himself as an individual.
Although it is the opinion of Ilg and Bates (1962) that most children do
benefit from attending nursery school, they do make some exceptions: (1) They
feel that the extremely immature or dependent c hild may experience such extreme
difficulty when separated from his mother that it is not worthwhile for the child
to attend.

(2) School may not be advisable for the very susceptible child that

picks up every illnes s going around.

(3) For some parents getting a child to

school and adjusting him to school takes too much out of the parents concerned.
(4) Some children have such a rewarding experience at home with playmates,
eq uipment, and parental supervision that it does not seem they need nursery
school.
It is the opinion of the investigator that another reason a parent may not

send his child to nursery school is th e non-availability of a school.
munities nursery schools are not available.

In some com-

In other places the capacity of the
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nursery school may not mee t the demand.

Even in Logan, Utah where the U.S. U.

Child Development Lab is located, only a limited number of children are able to
attend a preschool.

Another rea son may be a lack of money or an unwillingness

to pay for nursery school.
The advantages of nursery school and reasons mothers give for sending
their child to nursery school are numerous.

Many years ago Baruch (1939) made

a list based on actual reasons that parents had given: for social adjustment, to
help overcome protiems, to prevent problems from arising, to relieve certain
home conditions, for parking purposes, for parent education, because parent and
child remain better friends when not perpetually together, as a transition to
school, and for intrinsic educational advantages.

Most of these are still valid

reasons today .
Reeves (1941) believed that parents sent their children to nursery school
to learn socially approved beba vior such as playing with other children, using
many materials, controlling their bodies, and stopping stuttering, thumb sucking,
biting, crying, whining, and hitting other children.

A parent may send his child

to achieve the next step in freedom for the child. Occasionally a parent sends his
emotionally rejected child to nursery school so if the child does not develop well,
the parent will have a focus of blame.
Wirt (1971) collected data from application blanks of a private church
sponsored nursery school for the sample years 1960, 1964, and 1968. She found
that by far the most frequently cited goal by all parents in all the years was "peer
relations, " followed by "child enhancement" and "specific family situation. "
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Ilg and Bates listed several ways nursery school can benefit the average
c hild:
The child learns to play with o the r c hildren.
He lea rns to share, to take turns, to adapt to a group.
It helps him learn how to get rid of aggressions in an acceptable manner.
It ofte n provides physical play equipment which the usual hou sehold
cannot provide.
It provides a situation where he is less the center of the world than
at home.
It provides a d ifferent soc ia l and emotiona l situatio n from the one
prevail ing at home, and thu s broade ns his experience .
It gets him used to the idea of being away from his family .
It gives him a life of his own.
It gives him a chance to develop a c lose r e lationship with an adult other
than his parents or relatives.
It does expose him to art, music and story experiences sometimes
broader or different from the ones a t home.
It gives his mother a trained person with whom to discuss home
problems of eat ing, sleeping, toilet training, discipline.
If there is a home situation whi ch bothers a child--a new baby or a too
compe titive sibling--school gets him away from this situation and
gives him a fresh outlook o n life.
(Ilg and Bates, 1962, p. 38 1-382 )

Parental involveme nt
If a parent decides to enroll his c hild in a preschoo l, his opinion of the

sc hoo l will depend on many things.

For one thing, whether or not a parent is

informed concerning his chil d's presc hool experience will influence the parent's
attitude.

Hymes (1968) believes that when parents are well informed, they are

like ly to give wholehearted support to a good preschool program.

Hymes feels

that the job of the teacher is not o ne of e ducating the parents to ideas that they
r ejec t, but rather he lping parents rea li ze how their goals for their children
cn n be carried out in the pre schoo l program.
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Understanding between parents and teachers is often limited.

Leavitt

(1958) points out that many times the teacher acquires adequate information from
the parent concerning the home and history of the child, but the teacher fails to
inform the parent concerning the child's experiences at nursery school.
Hymes (1968) says it takes time to fill the gaps in communication between
parents and teachers, but it can be done and is worth the effort.

The first step

is to build a good personal relationship with the parents . Hymes suggests that
before school starts the teacher should visit the parents in their home or invite
the parents to the school.

At a minimum the teacher can at least call the parents

on the phone as a friendly gesture.

During the year the parents should be invited

into the room as participants or aides.

Another good approach is sending a

weekl y or biweekly newsletter to the parents telling what the children have been
doing and why.
Todd and Heffernan (1970) feel the most frequently used device for
parent education is the group meeting. The chief aim of the meeting may be either
social or educational.

Educational meetings might include a lec ture on child

deve lopment, a film, or a panel discussion.

A social meeting might be a potluck

supper to foster group feeling and to s hare informally interests and problems in
rearing children.
It is the opinion of Moore and Richards (1959) that a cheery hello and a

brief exchange of pleasantries or pertinent comments on a child's progress between parent and teacher will often do more to establish a feeling of friendliness
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and goodwill than several formal meetings.

The initiative should be assumed by

both the parents and teachers to take advantage of these casual contacts.
There is a controversy as to whether a mother's presence during th e
child's first days of nursery school is advantageous.

Leavitt (1958) indicates

that most nursery schools believe in a gradual introduc tion to nursery school.
Some schools believe in both the mother and child attending part-time at the first.
Some believe the child should stay the whole time the first day with the mother
nearby.

Some schools take small numbers of children for a short time .

urge the mothers to leave their c hild at the door the first day.

Others

A study by

Schwarz and Wynn (1971) using middle class four-year-olds indicated that most
children readily adapt ta the new experience of preschool without special procedures.

There were individual differences in the children's emotional reactions,

but the researchers believed this was probably due to stable personality characteristics of the child rather than dependent on whether or not the mother stayed in
the c lassroom for the first twenty minutes.

Leavitt believes that often the prob-

lem is the mother's inability ta relinquish her child although she believes it wil l
be a good experience for him.
Todd and Heffernan (1970) believe that it is a major challenge for those
who wark in preschoal to educate the parents. If a preschool is to influence the
aut-of-school life of a preschool child, parent education must be a part of the
program . Parent educa tion is especially valuable when the oldest child in a
family is in preschool.

The things the parents learn at that time not only may

influence their relationship with their preschool child, bu t with other children
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they may have .

Parents can also influe nc e the preschool group itself.

When

parents understand and appreciate their child's preschool experience, they
spread their enthusiasm to other parents who may be considering enr olling their
child. This helps to assure the future of the preschool group.

Also parents play

a very important role as to whether or not their child's life outside of school
will be better as a result of his school experience and perhaps even have an
affect on his future years.

Summary

The review of literature for this study has been concentrated in these
four areas: history of preschool education, types of preschools, preschool
instructional procedures, and parental attitudes and involvement.
Thc kindergarten idea began in the middle of the nineteenth century in
Germany . Not too many years latcr the first kindergarten was established in
the United States.

Even before the turn of the century the United States had its

first public kindergarten.
s lower start.

Nursery school education had a much later and

The first nursery schools in America were begun after World

War I with many colleges and universities establishing child development laboratories.

The nursery school influence seemed to spread in phases with widespread

government support during the Depression, during World War II, and during the
sixt ies with the establishment of Head Start programs for disadvantaged ch ildren.
Currently there is widespread acceptance of preschool education throughout this
cowltry .
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There are many different types of preschool programs available today.
Many of these schools ha ve been des igned for specific child populations.

In-

cluded in the various types o f pre school programs are Day Care Centers, cooperative nursery schools, a cademically oriented preschools, Montessori
schools, and the Child-Development- Oriented nursery school or traditional
nursery school.

The U. S . U. Child Development Lab most closely approximates

the latter type .
Instructional procedure s include su ch variables as time and space,
materials and equipment, a nd ac tivities of both children and adults.

How space

and time are utili zed in a presc hool definitely influence the behavior of the children.

Materials and equipm ent should be safe, sturdy, capable of being used in

a variety of way s, and rotated freque ntly.

Mixing children of diverse races,

nationalities, and abilities can be advantageous.

The particular situation or the

teacher's preference may de termine the best age range.

A very important part

of the preschool program is the pe rsonal characteristics of the teacher.
The limited numbe r of s tudies available indicate that parents a re definitely favorable towards pre school experiences fo r c hildren.

Howeve r, there

are many r easons why a pare nt mayor may not send their own child to preschool.

Reasons for not sending include: a child being very imma ture or very

susceptible to illness, too inconvenient for parents, non-availability of a preschool, lack of money, parents feeling that their child has a rewarding experience at home or that they do not want their child to conform to group demands.
Reasons for sending a child to preschool include: social adjustment, to help
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overcome problems, to prevent problems fro m arising, to relieve certain home
conditions, for parking purposes, for parent education, because parent and child
remain better friends when not perpetually together, as a transition to school,
for intrinsic educational advantages, to learn socially approved behavior on the
part of the ch ild, to achieve the next step in freedom for the child, and for a
focus of blame if the child does not develop well.
Whether or not a parent is informed concerning his child's preschool
experience will influence the parent's attitude, ways of educating parents include:
parent-teacher conferences, telephone calls, inviting parents to school as participants or aides, newsletters, group meetings, and casual contacts.

A child's

initial adjustment seems to be affected by the child's s table personality characteristics as well as the mother's feelings and behavior . Throughout a preschool
year parental attitudes undoubtedly playa very important role in a child's
feeli ngs toward the school.
Although there are many ways that the parents, particularly the mother,
can be invol ved with thei r child in a preschool experience, parents have only
been minimally involved in both formal and systematic evaluations of preschool
programs.

In particular, this research sought to formally assess maternal

attitudes and perceptions concerning the curriculum and instructional procedures
at the Utah State University preschool. Since very I imi ted research is available
on parental attitudes concerning preschoo! education in general and no studies
are available on parental attitudes concerning preschool curriculum and
instructional procedures, it is believed this study has begun to fill a gap in this
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area of child development researc h. Also it is believed that the findings and
recommendations have some important implications for welding better relations hips between parents and school , for program development for young children,
and increasing the quality and scope of preschool education.
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PROCEDURE

Description of the U.S . U. Child
Development Laboratory

In the review of literature preschoo ls were described in general terms.
In th is section the U. S. U. Child Development Lab will be specifically described
as it ex isted during ( as seen by the investigator) Winter Quarter, 1974.

This

background information is necessary in understanding the procedures and
findings.

Grouping, time and cost
The Utah State University Child Development Laboratory cons ists of three
morning and two afternoon labs with twenty children in each.

The exception is

the North Morning Lab which has sixteen children due to the small s i ze of the
room.

Each of the five labs has an equal number of boys and girls and a com-

bination of three-and four-year-olds.

Only on very rare occasions are the

children in a lab separated in to two different groups according to sex or age.
Therefore, it ca n be stated that the boys and girls and the three- a nd four-yearolds remain together for the entire time in the same classroom.
The c hildren are at the preschool two-and-a-half hours per day e ither
from 8:30 to 11 :00 or 12:30 to 3:00 four days a week.

On Friday eaeh supervis-

ing teacher meets with the student teachers to evalu ate the progress of the
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children and prepare for the next week . The preschoo l follows the sa me quarte r
system as the rest of the Uni versity with the same holidays and recesses . Eac h
child is normally permitted to attend only two quarters for the cost of tw e ntyfi ve dollars per qua rter.

Teac hers
Each lab has a supervising teacher a nd four student teachers.

The

morning labs also have sophomore students assisting in the classroom. Winter
Quarter , 1974 three of the supervising teachers were full-time staff

member~

with M. S. degrees and two were graduate students in Family and Child De velopment cu rre ntly working toward the M. S. degree.
student teachers were females.
male teachers.

All of the supervising and

However , in previous quarters there have been

The student teachers are all e ither majoring or minoring in

Early Child hood Education or Chi ld Development . They are Juniors or Seniors
and have had severa l prereq ui site classes prior to teaching in the lab.
Th e fir st week in the quarter each s upe rvising teacher plans, prepares,
and conducts all the activities for the c hildren around one concept such as,
"Texture, " "B irds," "Wi nter . " Thereafter, eac h student teacher acts as head
teac her for two separate weeks and is responsible for planning , preparing, and
cond ucting all th e activities around another concept of their choice.

Facilities a nd eguip me nt
The three Child Development Laborato r y rooms vary in size with th e
West Lab the largest, the East Lab sma ller and the North Lab considerably
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smaller.

Despite the difference in room size, however, each lab room

basically has the same equipment a nd facilities.

Each room is equipped with

an observation booth containing a one-way mirror and several child- size open
toilets, sinks, and a water fountain . The rest of the equipment in the room is
moveable and is weekly rearranged: large rug, book shelf, large and small
blocks, housekeeping area, children's individual lockers, tables, chairs, jungle
gym, and ope n shelves for small manipulative toys.
The small manipulative toys include such items as puzzles, lacing shoe ,
matching games, cylinders, and sorting shapes and are changed weekly . Also,
on a weekly basis different books, pictures, and records are checked-out from
the preschool library. On a daily basis a number of other items from the storage
closets are brought into a lab such as: large wooden trucks, rocking horse,
balance beam, easel, beauty shop, play store, hospita l equipment, trough with
a sensory media, and tumble tub.
A completely fenced-in outdoor play area is directly accessible from a ll
three preschool rooms.

The outside equipment includes stationary equipment

such as a slide, swinging gate, boat, climbing equipment, cross bars, t r ee
house, and sand box.

Moveable equipment is stored in an outs ide loc ked garage

when not in use and includes such things as: sleds, wagons, shovel s and buckets,
n large inner tube, and climbing nesters.

Thus, the inside and outside equ ip-

ment available to the children changes frequently.
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Activities
Since all of the children are "normal" and most of the children are from
middle or upper-middle class families, the program at U.S. U. is designed for
this population.

The schedule and activities in each lab are independent of each

other and may be completely different from day to day.
are the time at which the children arrive and depart.

The only fixed times

However, each day does

incl ude some organized group activities and some freeplay when a child may participate in activities of his own choosing.

Also some time during each day the

children have a small glass of H-C juice.
Throughout the quarter all of the children have the opportunity to engage
in activiti es that include: food experiences, such as, the children making their
own salad, popcorn, cookies, pizza, or jello; art expe riences, such as, easel
painting, fingerpainting, play-dough, collages, or potato printing; music activities ,
such as, singing, band instruments, creative movements, or marching; class
visitors, such as, a policeman , dentist, dancer, or painter; excursions, s uch
as, a trip to a bakery, firehouse, farm, or post office; science experiences,
such as , growing seeds, experimenting with magnets, or dissolving food in water;
literature, such as, books or flannel board stories.
As a group the children are not taught to read.

However, if a child s hows

an interest, a teacher wil l indi vidually work with the child.

The children are

encouraged, however, to learn colors, shapes, size perception, and recognition
of letters and numerals on an individual basis.
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The children are encouraged to clean- up the toys at the conclusion of a
freeplay.

Also, they are encouraged to dress themselves to go outside, but

teachers often have to assist with buttons, zippers, and boots . Even in the
winter the children almost always ha ve some outside play except on extremely
cold or rainy days.

Parental involvement
The number of children that can be served by the U. S. U. preschool is
far less than the number of applications received.
waiting period.

Therefore, there is a long

In all cases it is the parents that must make the initiative to

have their child's name placed on the waiting list. This would indi cate an
interest towards the preschool on the part of the parent prior to his ch ild's beginning preschool.
When a child's name reaches the top of the list, the parent is contacted
and a parent-teacher conference is arranged prior to the beginning of the quarter.

Usually the child's soon-to-be supervising teacher will meet with both the

mother and child in his preschool room for approxi mately twenty to thirty minutes.
This provides an opportunity for the ch ild , teacher, and mother to meet each
other and get acquainted.

The mother can tell about the child's likes and dis-

likes, interests, feelings, and problems; the teacher can explain the policies
and procedures.
At the end of the quarter the supervising teacher either meets again with
the parent personally or calls her on the telephone to talk about the child's
development and progress.

During the quarter informal exchanges may be made
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at the gate between mother and teacher as the children are "dropped-off" and
" picked-up." Also, if necessary the teacher and mother may call each other on
the telephone to discuss any pr obl e ms or questions.
On a weekly basis a "letter" is sent home to each set of parents telling
the concept, activities, and new songs for the next week.

The letter serves the

purpose of informing the parents and providing an opportunity for the parents to
discuss and reinforce the concept , ac tivities, and songs with their child during
the week .
Once every quarter the student teachers in each lab plan a special evening
program for the parents.

Usually it is held in the particular preschool room.

After the short program, refreshments are available and the parents have a
chance to talk informally with each other as well as the teachers.
Every quarter each lab goes on a minimum of five excursions, many of
which are off-campus and thus require private cars to transport the ch ildren.
Therefore , each mother is usually asked to drive for an excursion a t lea st once
during a quarter.

Also, at least once in a quarter each home is visited by one of

the student teachers.
Since each lab has an observation booth with a one-way mirror, the
parents are able to observe their child as often as their time allows.

Thus,

there are many ways that the parents, particularly the mother, can be involved
with their child in his preschool experience.
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Selection of the Subjects

The subjects used in this study were the mothers of all ninety-six children
enrolled Winter Quarter, 1974 in the four-day-a-week Utah State University
Child Development Laboratory. Since there was a set of twins and one sibling
combination, the total number of mothers was ninety-four.
Because this study was descripti ve in nature, the sampling was crucial.
For this reason a total population was used.

Because of the time factor that

would be involved in personally administering a questionnaire to ninety-four
couples to assure an independent measure of attitude between a husband and
wife, this study was concerned only with the mothers' perceptions and attitudes.
In most cases the mother is more informed and involved than the father concerning their child's preschool education.
Prior to a child's enroll ment, each parent receives the preschool handbook which states that one of the purposes of the preschool is for research .
Therefore, it was assumed that the mothers would be cooperati ve in answering
and returning the questionnaires.

This cooperation was demonstrated by the

mothers through a 100 percent return of the questionnaires.

Description of the Instrument

A questionnaire was developed in orde r to assess maternal attitudes and
perceptions concerning the curr iculum and instructional procedures in a university preschool program.

A written questionnaire was used because of the
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large sample and adequate education of the subjects, as well as to insure some
uniformity.

The instrument was compo sed of several parts including four point

Likert-type questions, dicotomous questions, open-ended questions, and a five
point rating scale.
jective.

Each part of the questionnaire was related to a specific .ob-

At the end of the questionnaire, background information questions were

included.

These questions were used in interpreting the data.

In developing the questionnaire, a list of possible questions was first compiled from exper ience of working in the child development labs, from reading a
review of the literature, and from reviewing several attitude scales.

The scales

reviewed included: "Measurement of Attitudes Towards Nursery School" (Cunningham, 1934); "Parent Attitude Sca le" (Lehner, 1960); "Attitudes Toward
Nursery School Education" (Meals, 1968): "Parental Attitudes Toward Preschool
Experiences for Children" (Van, 1965); "Co ncepts Relative to the Nursery School
Program" (Meixer, 1968); "Parental Goals for Nursery School" (Wirt, 1971) .
Although some ideas were gained fro m these attitude scales, none of them fit the
purposes of this study.

After suggestio ns from the major professor, the ques-

tionnaire was revised and given to a group of knowledgeable person s concerning
the preschool.

Their suggestions and com ments were used in making revisions

before the test-retest.

After the test-retest the final revised questionnaire was

printed with medium-small print on both sides of the paper to optically look
s horter, therefore, increasing thc motivation of the mothers to complete the
questionnaire.

Included with the questionnaire was a letter of explanation

printed on Family and Child Development overhead stationery.
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During the last week of Winter Quarter. 1974 the questionnaire was sent
home with each child to the nine ty-four mothers. It was believed by the investigator that the personal contact with the c hild's supervising teacher would insure
a quicker and higher rate of return.

The letter of explanation requested that the

questionnaire be returned the next day when the c hild was brought to school.
Those mothers that did not return the questionnaire were reminded by a telephone call from the investigator.

Of the ninety-four questionnaires sent home

100 percent were returned and were usable for this research.

Reliability

Along with the five four-da y-a -week labs in operation at the Utah State
Un iv ersity Child Development Laboratory. there is an additional afternoon lab
that meets two days a week.

The seventeen children enrolled are three- and

four-year-olds. the same age as the childre n in the other five labs. The activities
and program offered are essentiall y the same as those in the other five labs.
The one significa nt difference between the two-day lab and the other five labs is
that the teachers in the two-day lab are Home Economics majors rather than
Child Development or Early Childhood majors or minors as in the other five
labs . Since the lab which meets twice a week paralleled very closely to the
labs meetinf{ four times a week and had the major advantage of being able to use
mothers who had a child currently e nrolled. a group of twelve mothers from the
two-day lab were used for a pilot study and test-retest of the instrument.
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Twelve mothers were conta cted by telephone and asked to cooperate in
the study.

On March 1, 1974 a que stionnaire was handed to the twelve mothers

when they brought their child to the preschool with instructions to return it when
they picked-up their child that day.

One week later the retest was given in the

same manner.
The measures of reliability was found to be 84.2 percent when considering all changes between each mother's original and second questionnaire.

One

section of the questionnaire required rating aspects of preschool lab according
to the scale of very good, good, fair, poor, and very poor.

With one step changes

in this section of the questionnaire not included in the measure of reliability, the
reliability was 92.1 percent.

A combination of jury and face validity was used.

The proposed question-

naire was distributed to the five lab teachers and four other members of the
Family and Child Development Staff for their comments and suggestions.
Specifically they were asked to: (1) Place a c heck in front of those questions
which they believed were tied directly to the purpose of the study; (2) change the
wording on those items that were not clear; (3) cross out those questions which
th ey believed were unnecessary or inappropriate; and (4) add any new questions
that they believed were appropriate.

The suggestions made by the lab teachers

and staff were reviewed by the major professor and the investigator.

Modifica-

tions were made in the questionnaire before and then after the test-retest.

The .
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questionnaire was judged to have fa ce va lidity in that the items did pertain to
the curriculum and instructional procedures, referred to aspects of the preschool familiar to the parents , and we re understandable.

The questionnaire was

believed to be sufficiently valid for the purpose of this study.

Analyses of the Data

Being a descriptive study , the data collected were nominal and ordinal
in nature.

In tabula ting the data it was often summated, ranked in order, and!

or a percentage , me an, and range computed.

Personal background information

was tabulated and the means were figured to describe in profile form the typical
university preschool mother .
One section of the instrument asked mothers to react to specific statements concerning the preschool progr am at U.S. U.

Likert-type questions were

us ed for this purpose and ea ch of these items required a response of "s trongly
agree, agree, disagree or strongly disagree." In another section of the questionnaires items requiring an A, B, C, D, E , response were weighted 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
respecti vely with 5 being the most positive of the responses.

These items were

subsequently summated to obtain a total score for each item as well as a total
score for each respondent and each lab.

The mothers with higher scores were

considered to have the higher level of satisfaction concerning the preschool's
c urri culum and instructional procedures.

Chi-square was use d to determine

if se lected variables were related to various questionnaire items.
significance was accepted at the . 05 level.

Level of
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FINDINGS

After a description of the subjects based on the mothers' responses to the
personal background questions, the findings are presented according to the objectives.

Each item in the questionnaire directly corresponds to one of the ob-

jectives.

Description of the Subjects

The sample for the present study consisted of ninety-four mothers which
was the total popula tion of mothers ha ving a child enrolled in the U . S. U. Child
Development Lab Winter Quarter, 1974.

A total population was usable s ince

100 percent of the mothers returne d their questionnaires .
mothers was 31.4 years .

The mean age of the

Ninety--tIVo percent of the mothers we re currentl y

married IVith the majority of their Occu[)ut ions being housewives. All except
thirteen mothers had attended at leas t s ome college .

The husbands of the

mothers were well educated with over half having attended at least one year of
graduate school.
occupations.

Also, over half of the fathers were employed in professional

Thirty-three percent of the mothers reported $10,000 to $15,000

as the annual income for their family unit.

Thirty-one percent of the mothers

reported over $ 15,000 as the annual income for their family unit.

Therefore,

us ing the indicators of occupation, income, and education the sample appeared
to be mostly middle and upperm iddle class.
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Sixty-nine percent of the children that attended Winter Quarter, 1974
were four yea rs old. The mean number of children in the preschool child's
family was 2.9.

Almost two-thirds of the children in the preschool had attended

the previous quarter.

Background information for the mothers and the fathers

of the ch ild development lab children is given in Table 1.

Table 1.

Background information on the mothers and fathers of the child
development lab children
Mothers

Occupation

Fathers

No.

%

No.

%

10

10.6

51

56.7

Business

2

2.1

22

24.4

Skilled

7

7.4

6

6 .7

10

11. 1

Professional

Unskilled

3

3.2

Student

4

4.3

68

72.3

Housewife
No response
Education

I, 1

4
1.1

Attended high school
High school graduate

12

12.8

7

7.6

A ttended college

38

40.4

8

8. 7

College graduate

26

27.7

23

25.0

Graduate work

17

18.1

54

58.7

No response

2
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Table 1.

Continued.
Mothers
No.

Age of Mother

%

21-25

18

19.1

26-30

28

29.8

31-35

30

31. 9

36-40

7

7.4

41-45

10

10.6

46-69

X

1.1
31. 4
Family
No.

Marital status

Married

86

Widowed

%
91. 5
1.1
1.1

Separated

Income

Fathers

Divorced

6

6.4

Less than $4,000

4

4.3

$4,000 - $7,000

12

12 .8

$7,000 - $10,000

18

19 .1

$10,000 - $15,000

31

33.0

$15,000 - $20,000

16

17.0

13

13. 8

Over $20, 000
Age of child

Three years

23

24.4

in the preschool

Four years

65

69.2

Five years

6

6.4
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Table 1.

Con tinued.
Mothers

Fathers

Family
No.
Number of

%

11

c hildre n in

2 - 3

55

fami ly

4 - 5

20

6+

8

X

2.9

Number of

One

31

33.0

quarters a t

Two

60

63 . 8

3

3.2

u.s. U.

pr esc hool Three

First Objec t; ve

The first objective was: To evaluate maternal satisfaction concerning the
present time schedule and grouping of the c hildren.

Questionnaire items num-

bered 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 were concerned with time schedule and grouping
(see Appendix) .

Time length
Winter Quarter, 1974 the Child Development Lab program had three
morning labs and two afternoon labs each scheduled Monday thru Thursday for
two-and-a- half hou rs .

Concerning a preference for the number of hours the
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preschool should be he ld , 57.4 pe r cent of the mothers preferred that the length
of time remain the same at two-and- a- half hours.

Of the 42.6 percent that

would like the preschool session to be longer, sixty-five percent of these
mothers desired three hours per day . None of the mothers selected a shorter
length of time.

Table 2 shows the data concerning time length of the preschoo l

session preferred by the mothers .

Table 2. Time length of the preschool session preferred by mothers.
Time Length

Number of
Responses

Percent

(N = 94)

Two hours

o

o

Two-and-a-half hours*

54

57.4

Three hours

26

27.7

Three-and-a-half hours

7

7. 4

Half a day with lunch

6

6.4

All day with lunch

1

--.!.:..!

40

42 . 6

TOTAL
*Presenl time length
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Time period
The hours of operation for the three morning preschool labs are from
8:30 - 11:00.

As shown in Table 3 only 41. 8 percent of the morning group

favored this time period , whereas, 58.2 percent desired a la ter morning time
with 9:00 - 11:30 being the overall preferred time period by the morning lab.
It is interesting to note that 100 percent of the morning group favored a morning

time period and 23 . 1 percent of the afte rnoon group also would have preferred
a morning time.

Perhaps one explanation is that by afternoon some preschoolers

are tired and require a nap or rest.
morning preschool program.

Stone and Church (1973) also favor a

However, they feel it should include lunch which

they see as an integral part of the curriculum .
The two afternoon preschool labs are held from 12:30 - 3:00 . The
majority of the mothers with a child in the afternoon lab selected this time
period.

One-fourth of these mothers preferred a one- half-hour later starting

time perhaps due to lunch time conflicts.

Table 3 gives preferred time periods

by morning and afternoon labs.

Number of days
According to fi4. 9 percent of the mothers, the number of days the school
should mcet per week is four days as is currently arranged.

Five days was the

next most prcferrcd with 31. n percent. In assessing three variables that might
influence a mother to select all five week days vs four days, no Significant factors
were associated with these specific variables.

Between the two groups
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Table 3.

Time periods desired by mothers of children in the morning and
afternoon labs.

Time Period

Attended a
Morning Lab
No.

%

Attended an
Afternoon Lab
No.

%

8:30 - 11:00*

23

41. 8

9:00 - 11:30

28

50 . 9

9:30 - 12:00

4

7.3

6

15.4

55

100.0

9

23.1

Subtotal

2.6
2

12:00 - 2:30

5. 1

2.6

12 :30 - 3:00+

17

43.6

1:00 - 3:30

10

25.6

1 :30 - 3:30

10

25.6

1:30 - 4:00

2

5. 1

2:00 - 4:30
2 :30 - 5:00

Subtotal

0

Total
55
*Prese nt time period for morning lab
+Present time period for afternoon lab

0

30

76.9

100.0

39

100.0

no diffe rence was found in the ages of the c hildren, position the child in the
famil y, or whether or not the mother was working.

Data concerning the number

of lab a ttendance days preferred by mothers are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4.

Number of l ab attendance days preferred by mothers

Number of
days

Number of
Responses

Percen t

Comparison of
4 days vs 5 days
Age of ch ild

2

not significant

1.1

Position of child
in family
not significant
Occupation of
mother

3

2

2.1

4

61

64 .9

5

30

~

94

100 . 0

Total

Chi-squa re

not significant

Wit h the preschool operating four days a week, the day that 90 .4 percent
of the mothers would not want their c hild to attend would be Friday as presently
scheduled.

Of the other 9.6 pcrcent seven mothers preferred Monday and two

Wednesday.

Grouping
Each lab has an equal number of boys and girls and they remain together
for the entire time.
arrangement.

Approximately eighty percent of the mothers liked this

The other twenty percent indicated it would be most advantageous

if the boys and girls were separated occasionally for some activities.

A chi-

square analysis s howed no significant difference between how mothers of the preschoo l boy s and mothers of the preschool girls responded.
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Comparing how the mothers felt about grouping three- and four-yearolds for the entire time versus grouping boys and girls, the mothers were
twenty percent less favorable.

Approxima tely forty percent believed the three-

a nd four-year-olds should be separated at least occasionally for some activities
a nd appr oxima tely sixty percent believed they should remain together.

Inter-

estingly, a ch i-square analysis showed no s ignificant difference between how the
mothers of three-, four- and five-year-o lds responded.

Probably these mothers

beli eved they should be separated for different reasons.

Perhaps the mothers

of the yo unger children believed the older c hildren made it too competiti ve and
strenuous for their ch ildren. On the other hand maybe the mothers of the older
c hil dren be lieved the younger children hindered the group as a whole.

Table 5

s how s the data pe rtaining to child grouping preferences .

Tabl e 5.

Mothers' grouping preferences fo r the Jab according to age and sex of
c hild

Grouping Arrangement

Boys & Girls*
No.
%

Three's & Four's+
No.
%

7

Separate e ntire time

7.5

2

2.1

Sepa rate occasionally

19

20.2

29

30.9

Remain together entire t ime

75

79. 8

56

~

Separate daily

100.0
100.0
94
Tota l
94
*Chi-square a nalysis between sex of child and response to question-not Significant
+C hi-square a nalysis between age of child and response to question-not significant
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Second Obj ec ti ve

The second objective was: To asses s attitudes of mothers regarding
specific possible changes in preschool procedures.

Questionnaire items

numbered 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 were concerned with this
objecti ve (see Appendix).

Parent-teacher conference
When a new child begins preschool, a parent-teacher conference is
ar ranged prior to the beginning of the quarter . Usually the child's supervising
teacher will meet with both the mother and child in his preschool room for approximately twenty to thirty minutes.

Concerning whether the personal con-

ference was helpful to the child, 90.2 percent responded positively . Likewise,
almost all of the mothers believed it was helpful to them (93 .5 percent).

How-

ever, 21. 3 percent of the mothers believed the same objectives could be accomplished by a telephone conversation.

A ch i-square analysis showed no significant

relationship between having had a previous child attend the U. S. U. preschool and
feeling that the same objecti ves sought in the personal conference could be accomplished by a telephone conversation.

Monthly workshops
If a schedule of free monthly evening workshops was arranged on various

aspect of c hild development , 62.8 percent of the mothers said they would attend.
Another 29. 8 percent were undecided.

Only seven percent said they would not
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attend.

Theoretically, if free evening workshops were instigated, between

sixty-three percent and ninety-three perce nt of the mothers would attend.

This

would be considerably more than the 43. 6 percent that a ttended parent night
Winter Quarter, 1974.

This could mean at least two things, (1) The mother's

actual attendance would be lower than their verbal commitment.

(2) The

mothers believe they would find educational meetings more appealing than a presentation by the student teachers.

Perhaps the child development lab teachers

should consider conducting a monthly or quarterly workshop and eliminate the
once-a-quarter parent night.

Daily refreshment at preschool
Each day the children have a small glass of H-C juice at preschool.
Table 6 shows that fifty-one mothers indicated they prefer H- C juice.

However,

eightee n of these mothers responded that they would be willing to pay two dollars
extra per quarter if the ch ildren could have milk or real fruit juice at school instead of H-C.

These mothers must feel that H-C juice is adequate, but would be

willing to pay an additional two dollars if the preschool changed to milk and/or
fruit juice.

Table 6 also shows the number of mothers preferring milk (6), real

fruit juice (24), and other (6).

In all six situations the mothers that responded

"other" specified that their preference was a variety of all of the above.

There-

fore , a total of 43 mothers indicated a choice other than H-C juice. Only six of
these mothers would not be will ing to pay an extra two dollars.
majority of the mothers would be willing to pay the extra money.

However, the
Therefore,
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supplementing H-C juice with milk and real fruit juices should be considered.
From a practical standpoint milk a nd/ or real fruit juice would definitely be
more difficult to store.

Howeve r, it would provide the children with a more

nutritious daily snack.

Preschool bus
For the morning lab session, 56 children arrive at approximately 8:30
and leave around 11:00. Likewise , in the afternoon 40 childre n arrive and depart at about the same time.

Eve n with many of the children in car pools, the

traffic conjestion , confusion , and waiting are sometimes annoying to all concerned.

Also, sometimes lack of accessibility to a car, other preschool

children at home, fuel shortages, winter driving, and for a few a long ways to
drive, cause difficulties in getting a child to preschool.

To alleviate these

problems, the possibility of a preschool bus was explored in this study.

Table 6.

Maternal choice of daily refreshment for preschool children.

Drink

No. of Responses

"Yes, would
pay $2"

"No, would
not pay $2"

(N = 94 )
H-C juice*

51

18

33

Milk

13

10

3

Real fruit juice

24

22

2

Other (variety)
Total

6

5

43

37

*Presently served at preschool

6
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Co ns iderabl e support for a preschool bus was e xpressed by the mothers.
Table 7 shows that 58.5 percent of the mothe rs indicated an interest in a bus
compare d with 4 1. 5 percent that said they would not send their child on a preschool bus. However, only 41. 5 percent of the mothers would be willing to pay
a minimum of five dollars.

Perhaps if a bus was started and the parents were

informed concerning the gas and time sa vings, the parents would be more willing
to pay for a bus service . In considering a preschool bus program it must be
reali zed that many new problems would arise such as, extra cos ts, insurance,
a nd bus safety.

Table 7.

Maternal interest in a school bus for transporting children to the
preschool lab.
Number of
Responses
(N ~ 94)

Percent

Would send on bus if cost $1:,

2

2.1

Would s end on bus if cost $10

15

16.0

Would send on bus if cost $5

22

23.4

Would send on bus if free

16

17.0

Total

55

58.5

Would not send on bus

39

41. 5
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Fee increase
For a number of years the fee for the U.S. U. preschool has been $25 per
quarter. During Winter Quarter, 1974 the U. S. U. administration and the
Family and Child Development staff discussed a possible fee increase. In orde r
to predict the parents' rea ctions to a potential increase, four questions on cost
were used in the questionnaire.
to be fair and proper.

Table 8 shows the fees the mothers consider ed

Table 9 summarizes the reasons given in an open-ended

question for considering the fees to be fair and proper.
mothers indicated the fee should be lower.

Only 3.3 percent of the

One of these mothers commented,

"Would rather pay less and have him go only two days. "
Three-fourths of the mothers or 76.4 percent believed the most fair and
proper fee per quarter in terms of the cos t for one child to attend preschool
four days a week was the present fee of $25.

Thirty-seven of these mothers

ga ve the reason that the fee seems satisfactory or fair to them.

In the opinion

of two of these mothers, the present U.S . U. preschool fe e is comparable with
other preschools.
Only 20. 1 percent of the mothers indicated more than $25 as being a fair
and proper fee.

Approximately five of these mothers recognized the increase in

preschool costs.

Four gave the reason that the preschool experience is worth

more.

One mother believed a higher educated staff justified a higher fee.

There appeared to be no Significant difference in education, salary, occupation,
number of children, and age of preschool child between those who believed the
fee should be less , the same, or more.
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The first and fifth most frequently cited reasons for maintaining the
present fee indicate that a number of mothe rs lacked information concern ing
the cost in vol ved in operating a preschool: thirty-seven mothers answered that
the present fee seemed satisfactory and fair and eleven said they did not know
the actual cost of the preschool program.

These forty-eight responses repre-

se nt sixty-eight percent of those mothers that believed the price should remain
the same or s hould be less . An example of one naive mother concerning the
costs in vol ved is reflected in the co mment "I haven't been told as to what the
money goes for; on trips they have the parents drive . " Another mother commented she wo uld be willing to pay more if it could be shown that the increase
was justified. If these mothers were educated conce rning the cost of operating
a preschool , they may be more willing to pay a higher fee.
The second a nd third most often given reasons were that either for themselves or o ther persons, a fee increase would be beyond their ability to pay.
The fourth most frequent reaso n was that the student te achers are gaining experie nce.

It is true that one of th e major objectives of the Child Deve lopment

Lab is to provide student teachers with profess ional preschool experience.
Table 10 shows that if th e fee for the preschool were to be increased
from $25 to $50 per quarter over half of the mothers would not have their c hild
attend.

Even with an additional third qua rter offered le ss than half of the

mothers would be willing to pay the $50.

Table 10 further shows that only four

mothers would be will ing to pay $5 0 if their child co uld attend a third quarter.
On the o ther hand, seven mothers would be willing to pay $50 for two quarters
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Table 8.

Preschool fees cons ide red to be fair and proper as judged by mothers.
Fee

No. of Responses
(N

Less th an the

$15

present fee

$20

~

Adjusted percent

89)*
1.1

Total

2

~

3

3.3

Present fee

$25

68

76.4

More than the

$30

5

5.6

present fee

$35

7

7.9

$40

2

2.2

$45

2

2.2

$50
Total

2

~

18

20 .1

*Five mothers made no response

but not for three pr obahly because that would equal $150 which is more than they
would want to pay.

As one mother wrote in the margin, "Probably for one

quarter I'd be willing to pay $50.

You see I am somewhat frugal! Now

depending on the child, if he really needed the experience then yes .. If he was
very well adjusted a nd it was just something to keep him busy then no in regards
to a second q uarter or third quarter. "
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Table 9.

Maternal reasons for considering fees to be fair and proper expressed
in ranked orde r .

Rank

Reason

Less
than
-$25

Present fee seems satisfactory and fair
Wider range of children able to a ttend
My ability to pay
Student teacher s gaining experie nce
Do not know actual cos t of program
Rise in preschool cos ts
Preschool experience is worth more
Less than babys itting
Not worth more
Uni versity subsidizes
Highl y educated staff

$25
37
19
16
11
10

More
than
->$25

Total
37
22
17
13

2
2
3,
4
11
5
6
5
5
4
4
8
2
8
2
4
3
8
4
10
2
3
11. 5
11. 5
Preschool should be less d~s
Note: This table refers to open-ended question #15. Eighty-seven mothers responded to this question with one or more comments . Which accounts
for the number of responses totaling more than 94.

---c--,----=-...,...------:----!....

Table 10 .

Expressed willingness of mothers to pay $50 per quarter for their
ch ild to attend preschool.
Would pay $50
if could go a
3rd quarter

Would NOT pay
$50 if could go
a 3rd quarter

Total

•
Would pay $50
Woul d not pay $50
Total

29

7

36

4

54

58

33

61

54

Third Ob jective

The third objective was: To dete rmine a level of involvement of mothers
in the preschool program . Specifically questionnaire items numbered 18 , 19,
20, a nd 21 we r e used for this purpose (see Appendix).

A mother that is invol ved in the preschool program should be more informed as to what occurs at the school.

Therefore, in evaluating the program

s he shou ld be more accurate than the mother not informed.

To determine a

mother 's involvement in her child's preschool program, four measurabl e
c riteri a were to have been used.

These inc luded: number of times the mother

sat in the observation booth for a minimum of 15 minutes to watch her child, how
often s he read the weekly "letter" list ing the concept and activities for the next
week, if she had driven on at least one excursion during the qua rte r, a nd if she
a nd/ or her husband had attended parent night.
Before the data were collected it was ant ic ipated that two opposite groups
could be determine d: (1) those mothe rs maximumly involved and (2) thos e
noninvolved in all of the above four c riteria.

However, analyses of the data r e -

vealed that only five moth ers were maximumly involved, that is, they observed
[or a minimum of six times, drove on at least one excursion, attended parent
night, and always read the weekly "letter." None of the mothers were noninvolved, that is, did not participate in any of the four criteria. For one thing,
100 percent of the mothers wer e involved in the preschool program as far as the

weekly "letter." Fi ve mothers r eported that most of the time they read the
letter; the other 89 always read the letter.
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Approximately two- thirds (68. 1 percent) of the mothers did drive on at
least one excursion.

Among the twenty-nine mothers that did not drive, eleven

explained that they worked during the preschool hours.

The next most common

reason for not driving was that the mother had a conflict with other activities on
the day(s) asked.

Four mothers said they were not asked and another four had

babysitting problems.

One mother attended school during the preschool hours

and another mother did not ha ve accessibility to the car.
Data were obtained on parent night by requesting each supervising teacher
to keep a record of the mothers and fathers that attended their parent night.

The

combined results showed that in fifteen situations both the mother and father
attended, twenty-three mothers and three fathers attended alone, and in fiftythree situations neither the father nor mother attended.

Therefore, les s than

half (43 .6 percent) of the children had at least one parent in attendance.

Table

11 shows the number of times the mothers observed children in the lab setting.
On the average each mother observed 3.7 times for a minimum of fifteen minutes .

Table 11.

Number of times the mothers observed children in the lab from the
booth for a minimum of 15 minutes.

Times observed
Number of
mothers

o
12

11

2

3

4

5

6

8

10

21

16

15

7

4

2

2

15

2

30

2
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Sinc e a maximumly i nvo lved and noninvolved group of mothers could
not be determined by the pre - es tablished four criteria, the following criteria
was used: the mothers that observed six or more times versus those who never
observed.

Observation from the booth was selected because the only way for

a mother to see her child in the pres chool environment, the facilities being
used, the a c tivities, and the teachers involved is through observation.

Thus,

th e mothe r that has observed at least six times should be informed as to what
occurs at the s c hool and therefore mor e accurate in evaluating the preschool
program. As Table 11 depicts , twelve mothers observed six or more times .
For eac h of these mothers a le vel of satisfa c tion with the lab was determined
using questionnaire items numbered 35 thru 54.

(The method used in determin-

ing a level of satisfaction is discu s sed under the fifth objective.) A mean of
89 was de termined with 100 being the maximum possible score. In the same
manner a mean of 92 was obtained fo r the twel ve mothers that never observed
at all.

These data show that mothers who never observe are slightly more

satisfied with the preschool lab than mothers that observe numerous times . A
three percent difference is not significant, but perhaps indicates a direction.

Fourth Objective

The fourth objective was: To identify specific concerns of mothers tawards and about the preschool.

The Likert-type questions numbered 24 through

34 were used for this purpose.

Questionnaire items numbered 24, 28, and 32

required a "strongly agree" or "agree" to be considered a nonconcernerl response.
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The other questions required a "stro ngly disagree" or "disagree" response to
be considered a nonconcerned response.

Outside play in cold weather
As shown in Table 13 the greatest concern was that in the cold weather
such as 30 degrees the children continue to play outside at school.

Exactly

one-half of the mothers expressed this concern. It is the customary policy of
the U.S. U. preschool that all of the children p·lay outside for at least a short
time every day even in the winter time.

The only time the children do not go

outside is when it is raining or is extremely bad weather. If a mother thinks
her child is not well enough to go outside, then the child is considered by the
preschool teachers not well enough to stay at school.

Not all of the mothers

agree with this policy. One mother wrote, "At times they only have a slight
cold when I would prefer they stay inside, but not too bad to stay home from
school." Also, perhaps some of the concerned mothers were worried that
playing outside in the cold would result in their child getting sick.

Open toilets
The second greatest concern was that the child-size toilets at the preschool are "open" with no walls around them.
percent) of the mothers indicated this concern.

Approximately one-fourth (26.6
Table 12 presents a comparison

between the mothers' atti tudes toward the open toilets at school and the preschool
children's open or private use of the toilet at home.

A chi-square statistical

test showed a significant relationship at the. 05 level. Thus, the mother who
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was more permissive of open use of the toilet at home was also more in favor
of the open toilets at preschool. Conversely the mother less permissive of
open use of the toilet at home was also less in favor of the open toilets at the
child development lab.

Table 12 . Maternal attitudes toward open-toilets at preschool.

Preschooler uses toilet
privately at home
Preschooler uses toilet
openly at home
Total

Mother NOT pleased
with open toilets

Mother pleased
with open toilets

No.

%

No.

%

15

60

21

30

10

40

48

70

25

100

69

100

x2 =

5.6
df = 1

Level of significance

=

.05

Other concerns
Eleven mothers said they were annoyed if they have to wait when they
pick-up their child at school. Also, eleven mothers responded that they were
displeased if their child come home with tempera paint on his clothing. Less
than ten percent of the mothers expressed concern pertaining to the remaining
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Likert-type questionnaire ite ms.

Table 13 summarizes the findings regarding

possible preschool concerns of the mothers.

Table 13. Specific concerns of mothers towards and about the preschool
expressed in ranked order.
Rank

Possible Concern

Mothers
Expressing
Concern
No.

%

Playing outside in cold weather

47

50.0

2

Open toilets at the preschool

25

26.6

3 .5

Having to wait when picking up child

11

11. 7

3.5

Tempera paint on child's clothing

11

11. 7
8.5

5

Having student teachers

8

6

Eating sweets at school

7

7.4

7

Should learn to read at preschool

4

4.3

Too many sitting activities

2

2.1

8
10

Research and observation of the children

1.1

10

Boys playing with dolls

1.1

10

Ha ving a male preschool teacher

1.1

Fifth Objecti ve

The fifth objective was: To determine a level of satisfactio n of mothers
towards the preschool's curriculum and instructional pr ocedures. Questionnaire
items numbered 35 thru 54 were designed to determine a mother's level of
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satisfaction.

Questionna ire items numbered 22 and 23 wer e used to make a

co mparison between the mother 's and child's opinion of the preschool.

Satisfac tion of individual mothers
For each of the ninety-four mothers a summated score was obtained by
rating the responses very good, good, fair, poor, and very poor 5,4, 3, 2, 1
respec tively.

The possible range of sco res was from

the most favorable score pos s ibl e.

a to

100 considered to be

For each mother that responded to a ques-

tion "I don't know," her summated score was prorated .
Tabl e 14 shows a simple frequency distribution of the mothers' satisfa ction scores regarding the Child Development Lab program.
rated a ll twenty aspects of the lab as be ing very good.

Ten mothers

Seventy mothers con-

sidered the instructional procedures and curriculum to be between very good
and good.

Four mothers r ated the lab as good.

preschool lab between good and fair.

Only ten mothers rated the

The range of scores was from 68 to 100

with 90 . 1 as the mean score. Thus, the majority of the mothers were very
satisfied with the preschool instructional procedures and curriculum as measured.

No mother was considered to be unsatisfied with the lab as a whole.

Comparison between the most and
the least satisfied mothers
A co mparison was made between the ten most satisfied a nd the ten leas t
satisfi ed mothers.

Thc ten most satisfied mothers all had a score of 100 a nd
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the scores of the ten least satisfied mothers ranged from 68 to 79. Selected
background factors and other variables were compared between the two
groups.

As seen in Table 15, the most satisfied mother was older, observed

from the booth fewer times, had less education, was typically married to a husband with a non professional occupation, and had a girl enrolled in the preschool.

Apparently the most satisfied mother did not feel the preschool was

worth more in terms of money.

Both the most and least satisfied mothers con-

sidered $27 on the average to be a fair and proper fee.
The most significant difference between the two groups was the fact that
the least satisfied mothers had observed children from the booth twice as many
times as the most satisfied mothers.

This is in agreement with the data pre-

sented in conj unction with the third objective, that the mothers who never
observe are slightly more satisfied with the preschool lab than mothers that
observe numerous times.

Three possible explanations for the informed mother

being less satisfied are: (1) The mother that spends more time observing is
typically the concerned and critical type of person.

(2) The better informed

mother likes less what she observes at the preschool than the noninformed
mother who accepts the preschool performance unquestionably.

(3) The

more highly educated mothers are less satisfied and have more comparative
resources for evaluating programs. In additional research it would be interesting to further explore mothers' satisfaction with the preschool lab in relationship to the number of times that they observe the preschool from the observation booth.
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Table 14. Simple frequency distribution of mothers' satisfac tion scores
regarding the Child Development Lab program.

Score
Very good

N

~

Ta bl e 15.

100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90
89
88
87

Mean

94

Frequency

~

Score

10
5
7
3
6

good

4
3
4
8
4
4
4
7
90.1

fair

Ranges

~

Frequency

86
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76
74
68
60

1
2

2
1
3
4
4
2

o

68 - 100

Comparison of the ten most satisfied mo thers and the ten l eas t
satisfied mothers regarding the Child Development Lab progra m .

Variable

Most Satisfied

Least Satisfied

32.2 years

JC

~

30. 9 years

1 year of

X

~

2 years of

Age of mother

JC

Education of mothe r

X~

No. of times observed

X

~

2. 6

X

Occupation of husband

4
6

~

pr ofessionals
nonprofessionals

professionals
3 ~ nonprofessionals

Age of c hild in preschool

X

~

4 .3 y ears

X ~ 4 .5 years

Sex of c hild in preschool

6
4

~

girls
boys

3

~ girls

7

~ boY6

$27

X

~

~

college

Fee conside r ed to be fa ir
and proper

X

~

~

~

college

7

~

5.7

~

$27
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Maternal satisfaction according to labs
Table 16 shows the mean satisfaction score of mothers for questionnaire
items numbered 25 through 54 for each of the five labs. A lab's particular rating
could easily change as variables such as student teachers, parents, children,
and head teacher change.

The total mean satisfaction score of mothers for

each item was also tabulated and ranked in order. The purpose of this section
was to determine a level of satisfaction of mothers towards the preschool's curriculum and instructional procedures.
Parent night was the lowest rated item.

Of the 53 mothers that did not

attend parent night, 24 answered the item with the response "1 don't know." As
explained previously, an "1 don't know" response was not figured as a part of the
total mean.

However, 29 mothers that did not attend parent night rated the item.

These mothers brought the total mean for that item down with a mean of 77.2.
However, a mean of 83.3 for those who attended parent night is still a lower
mean tha n any of the other twenty variables used in t.his profile (see Table 16).
Classroom size was the second lowest rated item. It had the widest
range with a 26 point difference between the highest and lowest lab mean.

This

is logical because there is considerable difference in the size of the three classrooms.

The smallest room was ra ted the lowest and the largest room was rated

the highes t.
Outside space was the third lowest rated item. The mothers from each
lab showed similar opinions on outside space as indicated by only a five point
difference between the highest and lowest lab mean.

Perhaps this item was
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Table 16 .

Maternal satisfaction with the preschool program according to
labs expressed in ranked order

Item

Mean
Lab
1

Mean
Lab
2

Mean
Lab
3

Mean
Lab
4

Mean
Lab
5

Total
Mean

49.

Food experiences

93

92

99

96

99

95.7

45.

Using the "concept approach"

95

92

97

96

94

94.5
94.0

37.

Children's head teacher

84

96

100

94

94

50.

Art experiences

93

90

94

88

94

92.6

4l.

Social development

91

93

96

91

91

92.4

53 .

Excursions

95

90

97

90

92

92.3

48 .

Small ma?-ipulative toys

92

91

96

91

91

92.0

46.

Outside large-muscle equipment92

89

97

87

95

91. 9

44.

Creative development

89

89

94

88

92

9l. 5

52.

Class visitors

92

88

96

88

93

9l. 2

47.

Inside large-muscle equipment

88

87

96

88

93

90.4

51.

Music Activities

87

87

94

88

92

89.9

42.

E motional development

87

91

91

90

90

89 .6

54.

Literature

91

89

93

82

92

89.3

38.

Child's student teachers

87

88

92

90

85

88.3

40.

Physi cal development

88

88

93

83

89

88.2
87.7

43.

Intellectual development

89

88

88

83

90

36.

Outside space

83

83

88

86

84

85. 1

35.

Classroom size

72

81

98

87

84

83.4

39.

Parent night

84

79

86

73

83

80.9

88.6

88.6

94.3

88. 0

90.9

90.1

Total Mean for each Lab
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rated next to the lowest due to the number of chi ldren that use the limited space
at the same time.

It is interesting to note that the outside large-muscle equip-

ment received a much higher rating than the outside space.
Food experiences was the highest rated item.

Perhaps the children were

so interested and enthusiastic about food experiences that this was communicated
to their mothers which was reflected in the way the mothers responded to this
questionnaire item.
Using the concept approach was the second highest rated item.

Since 100

rercent of the mothers cither read th e weekly "letter" all or most of the time,
the mothers had a good understanding of what concepts were being taught each
week. Thus, the mothers were probably more familiar with this item than most
of the items and therefore, more accurate in their rating.
The children's head teacher was the third highest rated item.

Read (1971)

a nd Hoffman a nd Hoffman (1 964) expressed the op inion that the single most important factor in determining what a preschool expe rience will be like for a child
is the teacher as a person.

Therefore, the teachers are most important. The

parents' satisfaction with the lab as a whole must be in conjunction with their
high rating of the head teachers.

The fact that the student teachers did not

score as high a rating perhaps indicates the parents lack of confide nce in their
ability.
Those items ranked in the middle as seen in Table 16 have a range of 92.6
to 87.7 which is a rather high and narrow range.

With a score of 100 meaning

maximum satisfaction and a score of 0 interpreted to mean minimum satisfaction,
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it can be seen that the mothers taken as a group were satisfied with each aspect
of the lab.

Also, the overall mean of 90. 1 definitely demonstrates considerable

maternal satisfaction with the pres choo l instructional procedures and curriculum.

Comparison of mother's
and child's opinion
This whole study was done on maternal attitudes, however, one question was
asked concerning the child's feelings about attending preschool. A chi-square
statistical test on questionnaire items numbered

22 and 23 showed a s ignificant

relationship at . 05 level between the mother's satisfaction with the preschool
program and the child's opinion concerning the preschool as observed by the
mother.

There was a positi ve correlation between the two variables.

the mother and child influence each other's opinion.

Thus,

Horwich (1949) supports

this idea that parental attitudes have an unquestionable affect on children.

In

a further study it would be interesting to actually observe and measure a child's
satisfaction with the preschool and compare it with his mother's satisfaction.

Sixth Objective

The sixth objecti ve was: To identi fy expected preschool gains and recommendations for the preschool. Specifically, open-ended questionnaire items
numbered 65 and 66 were used for this purpose.

Expected preschool ga ins
Table 17 summarizes the mothers' responses as to what they wa nted their
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child to have gained as a result of having been enrolled in preschool.

The num-

ber one expected preschool gain was social development with eighty-two mothers
listing this goal. A study by Wirt (1971) also found that by far the most frequently
cited goal by the parents was "peer relations . " In referring back to Table 16 it
shows that the mothers were very satisfied with the social development at the
U. S. U. preschool.

This perce ived importance on social development is an ac-

c urate reflection of preschool philosophy at the Child Development Lab.

La va telli

(1970) states that the Child Development-Oriented Nursery School, or the traditional nursery school as it has come to be called, places more emphasis on the
child's social and emotional development than on his intellectual development.
However, more U. S. U. mothers mentioned intellectual development than

emotional development as an expe cted gain.

Although intellectual development

ranked high as an expected gain, it was the fourth lowest rated item according
to the mothers' satisfaction (see Table 16).
The second most frequently expected gain cited by the mothers was to
broaden the chil d's experiences.

The preschool does provide many acti vities

and experiences that are not easily accomp lished at home.

Although only eleven

mothers specifically mentioned prepara tion for kindergarten as a specific gain,
many of the other responses also prepare a ch ild for kindergarten, that is, selfco nfidence, intellectual, social, emotional, phYSical, and creati ve development ,
independence, learning to follow directions, and discipline all help prepare a
child for kindergarten.

It is interesting to note that only one mother mentioned
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free time to herself as being an expected gain. Baruch (1939) points out that
parents and children remain be tter friends when not perpetually together .

Mothers I recommendations
Fifty-three mothers responded with one or more suggestions when asked
what their recom mendation would be for the U . S. U. preschool.

The mos t fre-

quently c ited recommendation was that the children be allowed to attend three
quarters.

However, only seven of these seventeen mothers responded that they

would be willing to pay $50 if the children could attend a third quarter.
Eleven mothers recommended a change in an aspect of the curriculum
with four of these mothers expressing the opinion that there should be more
emphasis on cogn iti ve development.
be less emphasis in this area.

However , one mother believed there should

Other curriculum recommendations included:

have more planned activities with less free play, avoid duplication of art projects,
teach manners and etiquette rather than have the children do art work with food,
and have more physical play in the curric ulum.
Ten mothers recommended an improvement in parent-teacher interaction.
Regarding parent night one mother suggested that parent night be held at the
beginning of the quarter to acquaint the parents with the new teachers while
another mother believed there should bc more than one parent night.

Other

suggestions included more parent- teacher conferences, the initiati on of indi vidual
progress reports on the children, the melodies being included with the songs
in the weekly "letter," and more notice be given to parents when asked to drive
on an excursion.
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Table 17.

Expected preschool gains of mothers as a r esult of having a c hild
enrolled expressed in ranked order

Rank

Response

Number of
Responses

Soc ial development

82

2

Broaden the child's experience s

22

3 .5

Self-confidence

14

3.5

Inte llectual development

14

5

Preparation for kindergarten

11

6

Crea ti ve development

10

7.5

Emotional development

9

7. 5

Independence

9

9.5

Enjoyme nt

8

9.5

To help overcome a spec ifi c problem

8

11

Physical de velopment

12

To learn to follow directions

4

13

Di version for child

3

14. 5

Free time for mother

14 . 5

Discipline

Note: This table refers to open ended question naire item #66. Ninety-one
mothers responded to this item with one or more comments. Which
accounts for the number of r esponses totaling more than 94.

Ten mothers recommended a change in the time schedule with seven of
these mothers suggesting longer class periods and two recommending a change
in the number of days the presc hool s hould operate.

The other mother recom-

mended that the morning sess ion begin one- half hour later.
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Of the nine mothers tha t recommended an improvement in the physical
facilities, six mothers would like to have more a ccessible parking for mothers
that come to the preschool to observe . Three mothers would like to see the
preschool rooms impro ved with the walls repainted and the floors carpeted to
lessen the noise level.
Seven mothers recommended an improvement in child-teacher interaction.
The suggestions were an extensive course in human relations for the student
teachers; student teachers being more actively involved with the children and
better prepare d for activities; and the teachers not pampering the children or
designating role playing according to the sex of the child.
Some of the miscellaneous suggestions were to provide a toy lending
facility for the parents ; expand the number of labs to accommodate more children at one time, and have students pay a lower fee than the townspeople.
It was interesting to note that among the recommendations, none of the

mothers made suggestions concerning the open toilets at the preschool although
one-fourth of the mothers were concerned that the children's toilets are open to
the room with no walls around them.

Summary of Findings

Because of the numerous findings in this research, the findings are
summarized below according to the objectives of this study.
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First objective
Time length.

Over half of the mothers preferred the curre nt time

length of the preschoOl session of two-and-a-half hours per day.
Time period.

A one-half hour later starting time was the preferred

time by the majority of the morning group. A preference for the current afternoon starting time was expressed by the majority of the a fternoon group . However, a l most one-fourth of the afternoon group would have preferred a morning
time period.
Number of days.

According to 64.9 percent of the mothers, the number

of days the preschool s hould meet per week is four days as is c urre ntly arranged.
The day that 90.4 percent of the mothers would not want their child to attend
would be Fridays as presently scheduled.
Grouping.

Approximately 80 percent of the mothers believed the boys

and girl s should remain together for the cntire time compared with 60 percent
of the mothers expressing the opinion that three and four- year-olds r emai n together for the entire time.

Second obj ective
Parent-teacher conference.

Conce rning whether the personal conference

was helpful to the child, 90.2 percent of the mothers responded positi vely.
wise, almost all of the mothe rs believed the conference was helpful to them .
However, 21. 3 percent of the mothers be lieved the same objectives could be
accomplished by a telephone conversation.

Like-
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Monthly workshops. If a schedule of free monthly evening workshops
was arranged on various aspect of child development, 62.8 percent of the
mothers said they would attend.

Another 29.8 percent were undecided.

Daily refreshment at preschool.

Forty-three mothers indicated a

choice oth e r than H-C juice. At least e ighteen additional mothers would go
along with a change in the refreshmen t as indicated by their willingness to pay
extra money .
Preschool bus.

An interest in a preschool bus was expressed by 58.5

percent of the mothers.
Fee increase.

Three-four ths of the mothers believed the most fair and

proper fee per quarter for one child was the present fee of $25. Sixty-eight perce nt of these mothers indicated that they lacked information concerning the cost
invol ved in operating a preschool.

Third objective
Involvement of mothers.

Only five mothers were maximumly involved

in the preschool program according to four prescribed criteria.

However, none

of the mothers were noninvolved, that is, did not participate in any of the four
criteria.
One-hundred percent of the mothers always or most of the time read the
weekly "letter." Almost 70 percent of the mothers drove on an excursion. Only
43.6 percent of the children had at least one parent in attendance at parent night.
On the average each mother observed 3. 7 times for a minimum of fiteen minutes.
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The twel ve mothers that had never observed were slightly more satisfied with the lab than the twelve mothers that observed six or more times .

Fourth objecti ve
Spe c ific concerns of mothers . Half of the mothers expressed concern
that in the cold weather the children continue to play outside . One-fourth of the
mothers we r e co nce rned tha t the child-si ze toilets are "open" with no wa lls
around them.

A chi-square statistical test showed a Significant relationship

between permissive use of the toilet at home and the mother in favor of the open
to ilets at school. ' Eleven mothers or fewer expressed co nc ern with the other
items.

Fifth objective
Satisfa c tion of mothe rs towards the preschool.

The majority of the

mothers were very satisfied with the preschool instructional procedure and
curric ulum as measured . No mother was considered to be unsatisfied with the
lab as a whole.
The ten least satisfied mothers observed children from the booth twice
as often as the ten most satisfied mothers .
Parent night, classroom size, and outside space were the three lowest
rated aspects of the presc hool lab.

Food experiences, use of the "concept

approac h, " and the chi ld' s head teacher were the three highest rated items.
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There was a positive corre lation between the mother's satisfaction with
the preschool program and the c hild 's opinion concerning the preschool as observed by the mother.

Sixth objective
Expected preschool gains.

The number one expected preschool gain was

social development with eighty-two mothers listing this goal.

The second most

frequently expec ted gain cited b y the mothers was to broaden the child's experiences with twenty-two responses in this category.
Mothers rec ommendations.

With seventeen responses the most frequently

cited recommendation was that the ch ildren be allowed to attend three quarters .
Numerous other recommendations were also made.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Summary

Purpose and objectives
The purpose of this study was to assess mothers' attitudes and perceptions with respect to the preschool program at the Utah State University Child
Development Laboratory. It was hoped that the results would be of use to the
Utah State Family and Child Development Department as well as to other preschools in determining maternal and family expectations concerning preschool
programs. It was believed that this study had implications for welding better
relationships between parents and school, for program development for young
children, and increasing the quality and scope of preschool education.
The major overall objective was to provide evaluative feedback and
informa tion concerning a uni versity preschool program as perceived by the
mothers.

Specifically the objectives were: to evaluate maternal satisfaction

concerning the present time schedule and grouping of the children; to assess atlidues of mothers regarding specific possible changes in preschool procedures;
to determine a level of involvement of mothers in the preschool program; to
identify specific concerns of mothers towards and about the preschool; to determine a level of satisfaction of mothers towards the preschool's curri culum
and instructional procedures; and to identify maternal expected preschool gains
and recommendations of the mothers for the preschool.
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Procedure
In order to assess maternal attitudes and perceptions concerning the
curriculum and instructional procedures in a university preschool program, a
written questionnaire was developed by the researcher from experience of
working in the Child Development labs, from reading the literature, from reviewing several attitude scales, and from suggestions of committee members
and staff.

The questionnaire was sent to the total population of mothers that had

a child enrolled Winter Quarter, 1974 in the four-day-a-week Utah State University Child Development Lab . Of the ninety-four questionnaires sent home,
100 percent were returned and were usable for this research.

The instrument

was composed of several parts including four point Likert-type questions, dicotomous questions, open-ended questions, and a five-point rating scale.
part of the questionnaire related to a specific objective .

Each

Background informa-

tion questions were in cluded at the end of the questionnaire and were used in
interpreting the data.
Reliability . A group of twelve motners with children enrolled in a twoday-a-week lab at U.S. U. were used for a pilot study and test-retest of the
instrument.

When considering all changes between each mother's original and

second questionnaire, the measure of reliability was found to be 84 .2 percent.
With one step changes in a particular section of the questionnaire not included
in the measure of reliability, the reliability was 92. 1 percent.
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Validity.

Nine members of the Family a nd Child Development staff

exam ined the validity of the questionnaire. It was believed to be suffic iently
valid for the study as determined by face and jury validity assessment.
Analyses.

Being a descriptive study, the data collected were nominal

and ordinal in nature.

In tabulating the data it was often summated, ranked in

order, and / or a percentage, mean, and range computed.

Chi-square was used

to determine if selected variables were related to various questionnaire items.

Findings
First objective.

The mothers were generally satisfied with the present

time schedule and grouping according to age and sex of the child r en.

At lea st

half of the mothers were satisfied with each of the present ar r a ngements investigated with the exception that the majority of the mothers with children in
a morning lab preferred a one-half hour later starting time.
Second ob jective.

Although nine out of ten mothers believed the personal

conference with the head teacher was helpful, one out of five mothers felt the
same objectives could be accomplished by a te lephone conversation.

The

mothers indicated an interest in a monthly works hop for pare nts, a preschool
bus , a nd a daily refreshment other than H- C juice.

Three-fourths of the

mothers believed the present fee was fair a nd proper.

Howe ver many mothe r s

indi cated a lack of information concerri ing the cost involved.
Third object ive.

Only five mothers were maximumly involved in the

preschool program according to four prescribed criteria and no mothers were
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noninvolved.

Thus, the majority of the mothers were somewhat in-

volved .
Fourth objective.

Half of the mothers expressed the concern that in

cold weather the chi ldren continue to play outside and one-fourth were not
pleased with the open toilets at preschool.
Fifth objective.

The majority of the mothers were very satisfied with

the preschool instructional procedures and curriculum as measured with no
mothers considered to be unsatisfied with the lab as a whole.

The mothers

were most satisfied with the food experiences at presc hool , using the "concept
approach," and the child's head teacher.

They were least satisfied with parent

night, classroom size, and outside space.
Sixth objective.
development.

The number one expected preschool gain was social

The recommendation most frequently cited by the mothers was

that the ch ildren be allowed to attend three quarters.

Discussion

In regard to the first objective, it is interesting that the majority of the
mothers with ch ildren in a morning lab preferred a one-half hour later starting
time.

Perhaps one contributing factor was that during Winter Quarter, 1974,

most of the United States including Utah was on daylight-saving time.

There-

fore, when the children arrived at 8:30 it was still dark outside. However, besides the problems and hazards with daylight-saving time, some of the mothers
would welcome an cxtra haif hour in the morning for getting their husbantls and
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older children off before driving their preschooler to the University lab school.
Therefore, the investigator suggests that the U. S. U. preschool consider starting the morning lab one-half hour later.
cause an inconvience in scheduling.

It is realized that this change could

However, the data indicate a change be

considered and/or further researched.
In the U. S. U. preschool lab three-and four-year-olds are grouped
together in the same classroom.

This arrangement provides experience for

the student teachers to work with two ages of children. It is believed that the
children benefit from helping and learning from each other.

However, forty

percent of the mothers believed the three- and four-year-olds should be separated at least occasionally for some activities.

Separating children of different

ages can have advantages. Stone (1973) believes that when children are grouped
within a narrow age range, they can more safely fight out minor battles and
tryout their feelings and ideas on each other and be accepted.

Read (1971)

points out that it may be easier for the teacher to provide experiences suitable
to the children's needs when the children are grouped in narrow age bands.
Therefore, the investigator recommends that the preschool at least experiment
with occasional separation of the three- and four-year-olds.
Concerning the second objective, it was interesting to note that threefourths of the mol hers were against a fee increase for preschool and that sixtyeight percent of these mothers indicated a lack of information concerning the
cost invol ved in operating the preschool.

Perhaps if the parents were educated

to the facts, they would be willing to pay a higher fee . A rough estimate as
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determined by the major professor and investigator, is that the parent pay
approximately one-fifth the cost invol ved in operating the Child Development
Lab. This includes the cost of paper, paints, glue and other supplies, new
equipment and books, repair and replacement of materials, janitorial and
laundry services, and salaries for the teachers.

It does not include the cost

of operating and upkeeping the facility nor the initial investment. Since two of
the major purJX)ses of the preschool lab are to give students a teaching situation
and to provide research opportunities, the parents should not be expected to
pay the full cost of operating the lab.

However, an increase beyond $25 would

appear to be proper and fair.
Even with inflation and cost increases, the U.S. U. preschool has not
raised its fee for many years.

During 1973-74 a fee increase was discussed

between the administration and the Family and Child Development Department.
The result was that Fall Quarter, 1974, the fee for preschool will be increased
to $30 per quarter.
parents.

This is a modest increase and s hould be acceptable to the

Another fee increase will probably occur in the next few years, but

the amount is undetermined.

The investigator recommends that a cost/revenue

analysiS of the U.S . U. pr eschool program be conducted and compared with other
uni versity preschools and with the cost of operating the lab in previous years.
This could be used as a basis for informing a sample population concerning the
operating cost of the preschool. The informed sample could then be compared
with a noninformed sample to provide indicators as to the maximum fee increase
acceptable to informed parents.
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One problem with a fee increase is that for a few parents the price
would be be beyond their ability to pay.

Perhaps these few parents could be

subsidized by the university in some sort of scholarship program in order that
the preschool program be available to a wider range of children.
As mentioned in the third objecti ve findings , Winter Quarter, 1974 only
fi ve mothers were maximumly involved according to four prescribed criteria.
Often misunderstandings can occur from lack of com munication . Therefore, the
mothers should be encouraged to participate in the means for involvement a lready available, such as, attend parent night, obser ve from the observation
booth , drive on excursions, r ead the weekly "letter," visit the c lass r oom as a
special visitor, and talk informally with the head teacher . Also , perhaps it
would be helpful to have more frequent parent-teacher contact via the telephone,
special bulletins or letters when nec essary, and monthly workshops for the
mothers.

Not only do the mothers need to be kept informe d concerning the pre-

schoo l , but they need to feel that their opinions are important and worthwhile .
As dis cussed in the four th object ive findings, half of the mothers were
concerned that in co ld weather the children continue to play outside.

It is

important that the children have ac tive and large muscle exercise each day .
Yet when it is r a ining the children of course do not go outside a nd then when
it is co ld mothers are concerned about the ir c hildren playing outside.

One so-

lution would be to convert a large room to an area for active and large muscle
play to use when the weather is in clement. If such a room becomes available,
th e Family and Child Develop ment Department should consider this suggestion.
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The fifth objec ti ve was to de te rmine a level of satisfaction of mothers
toward the preschool curric ulum and instructional procedures. This research
showed that the mothers were definite ly favorable towards the curriculum and
instructional procedures at the U. S. U. Child Development Lab.

This is similar

to the findings of Cunningham (1934), Van (1965), and Meals (1968).

They all

found parental attitudes to be definitely favorable toward nursery school education.

It is not surprising that the mothers that had children enrolled in the lab

Winter Quarter, 1974, were very satisfied with the program.

The U.S . U. pre-

school has been in operation since 1931 and enjoys a good reputation as reflected
in feedback from U.S. U. students, university personnel, and townspeople.

The

long waiting period to get into the preschool lab attests to the popularity of the
school.
As mentioned in the sixth objecti ve findings, the most frequently cited
recommendation by the mothers wa s that the children be allowed to attend three
quarters.

It definitely would be advantageous for the children to be able to at-

tend a third quarter . However, by only allowing two quarters, more children
are able to attend.
the Logan area.

Presently there is a very limited number of preschools in

If somehow the lab faci lities and number of student teachers

could be increased or if the demand on the university preschool were to decrease
due to the creation of other quality preschoo ls in the Logan area, then maybe
the preschool children could attend a third quarter.
It is important that a preschool program be frequently eval uated to

assess whether or not it is pro viding c hildren quality educational oppo rtunities.
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It is the opinion of Todd and Heffernan (1970) that an appraisal of a preschool

program should include determining the value parents attach to a preschool
program.

This was the purpose of this study.

Specifically the purpose

was to assess mothers' attitudes and perceptions concerning the curriculum and
instructional procedures. " No other research has been done on parental attitudes
towards instructIOnal procedures and curriculum in the preschool and only
limited research is available concerning parents' attitudes towards nursery
school educat ion in general.
this area of research.

Therefore, this study has begun to fill the gap in

Also , it is believed that the findings and recommendations

have some important implications for the Family and Child Development Department at Utah State University as well as for other university connected
child development programs throughout the Un ited States.

Recommendations

Based on the findings concerning mothers' attitudes and perceptions towards the curriculum and instru ctional procedures at the U.S. U. preschool,
the following recommendations are made:
(1) Maintain the present arrangement of having the Child Deve lopment
Lab hel d for two-and-a-half hours Monday through Thursday.
(2) Consider starting the morning lab one-half hour later.
(3) Experiment with occasional separation of the three- and four-yearolds.
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(4) Continue parent- teacher conferences , but allow those who desire,
the option of a telephone conversation.
(5) Consider conducting a monthly or quarterly workshop and eliminate
the once-a-quarter parent night.
(6) Consider supplementing H-C juice with milk and real fruit juices
as a daily refreshment at preschool.
(7) Investigate the possibilities of a preschool bus.
(8) Inform the families as to the reasons for a fee increase.
(9) Consider a scholarship program for those parents unable to pay an
increased fee.
(10) Convert a large room to an area for active and large muscle play
to use when the weather is inclement.

Suggestions for Further Research

(1) Develop criteria for observing children's satisfaction with the preschool program and compare this with their mothers' satisfa ction using the
questionnaire items from this study on satisfaction.
(2) Collect data concerning preschool satisfaction of mothers with
children enrolled in Head Start, Day Care Centers, and priva te preschool s .
Compare these data with the findings collected in this study.
(3) Conduct a cost/revenue analyses of the U.S. U. preschool progra m
and compare it with other university preschools and with tne cost of operating
the lab in previous years.

Use this as a basis for informing a sample population
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(4) Continue parent-teacher conferences , but allow those who desire,
the option of a telephone conversation.
(5) Consider conducting a monthly or quarterly workshop and eliminate
the once-a-quarter parent nig-ht.
(6) Consider supplementing H-C juice with milk and real fruit juices
as a daily refreshment at preschool.
(7)

In vestigate the possibilities of a preschool bus.

(8) Inform the families as to the reasons for a fee increase.
(9) Consider a scholarship program for those parents unable to pay an
increased fee.
(10) Convert a large room to an area for active and large muscle play
to use when the weather is inclement.

Suggestions for Further Research

(1) Develop criteria for observing children's sa tisfaction with the preschool program and compare this with their mothers' satisfaction using the
questionnaire items from this study on satisfaction.
(2) Collect data concerning preschool satisfaction of mothers with
children enrolled in Head Start, Day Care Centers, and private preschools.
Compare these data with the findings collected in this study .
(3) Conduct a cost/revenue analyses of the U.S. U. preschool program
and compare it with other university preschools and with tne cost of operating
the lab in previous years.

Use this as a basis for informing a sampl e popul ation
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concerning the operating cost of the preschool.

Compare the informed sample

with a noninformed sample to provide indicators as to the maximum fee increase
acceptable to informed parents.
(4) Further explore mothers' satisfaction with the preschool lab in
relationship to the number of times that they observe the preschool from the
observation booth.
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UTAH

STATE

UNI V ERSITY. LOGAN ,

UTAH

84322

COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE
DEPARTMENT OF
FAMILY AND
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
UMC 29

March II, I 974

Dear Mother,
The attached ques tionnaire is concerned with attit udes of mothers towards preschool
instructional procedures and curriculum. It is part of my Master's thesis with the Family and
Child Development Department at Utah State University.
Since your child has just now completed at least one full quarter at the U.S. U. Child
Development Lab, we are interested in knowing your opinions and attitudes concerning this
preschool. Therefore, it will be appreciated if you will complete the attached questionnaire.
Please be assured that your answers will be strictly confidential. Your responses com bined
with respo nses obtained from other mothers will be helpful in evaluating the preschool's
educational progra m.
This is a study dealing with MOTHERS' attitudes; therefore, please answer the questions
by yo urself witho ut conferring with your husband or other persons.
It is realized that your time is at a premium so the questionnaire is qui te brief. It
should take you approximately 20 minutes to complete. It will be greatly ap preciated if yo u
will co m plete the questionnaire, seal it in the enclosed envelope, and return it TOMORROW
when you drop off your child. You may wish to pin the envelope to your child 's coat. As
you know the last day of preschoo l is this Wednesday, March 13, and all the questionnaires
need to be returned by that time.

This stu dy is no t possible without your help. Your time and cooperation will be
greatly appreciated . Thank you for your thoughtful assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Adelle T . Karren
Graduate Student
Utah State University

Jay D. Schvaneveldt, Ph.D.
Major Professor
Dept. of Family and Child Development
Utah State Un iversity
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QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING THE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCfIONAL
PROCEDURES AT PRESCHOOL

Please read each statement carefully and place the LETTER of your ANSWER to the LEFT of the item. Give
yow first impression and move on as rapidly as possible. It is important that you answer ALL of the questions
and choose ONLY ONE answer.
l. Presently my child is in one of the

A. morning labs

2. Currently the Child Development Lab is held for
that the school should be held for:

A. 2 hours

B. 2lh

hOUfS

E. half a day with lunch
___

2~

B. afternoon labs

hours Monday·Thursday. It is my opinion

C. 3 hours

D. 3Y:z hours

F. all day with lunch

3. If I could have my choice of ANY 21fl hour time period, I would choose:

A. 8:30 - II :00
B. 9:00 - II :30
C. 9:30 - 12:00

D. 12:00 - 2:30
E. 12:30 - 3:00
F. 1:00 - 3:30

G. 1:30 - 4:00
H. 2:00 - 4:30
I. 2:30 - 5:00

___

4. Presently the preschool meets four days a week. In my opinion the number of days the school
should meet per week is:

___

5. With the preschool operating four days a week, the day I would NOT want my child to attend
would be: (choose one)
A. Monday
B. Tuesday
C. Wednesday
D. Thursday
E. Friday

___

6. Presently the lab has an equal number of boys and girls. I feel it would be most advan tageous if
the boys and girls:
A. were separated for the entire t ime into different rooms
B. were separated daily for some activities
C. were separated occasionally for some activities
D. remained together for the entire time in the same classroom

___

7.

A. one

B. two

C. three

D. four

E. five

Presently the lab is composed of both three- and four- year-olds. I feel it would be most
advantageous if the three-year-o lds and the fow-year-olds:
A. were separated for the entire time into different rooms
B. were separated daily for some activities
C. were separated occasionally for some activities
D. remained together for the entire time in the same classroo m

8. The personal conference with my child's teacher prior to school beginning was helpful to my
child?

A. yes

B. no

Was helpful to me as a mother?

A. yes

B. no

9. Could the same objectives sought in the personal conference be accomplished by a te lephone
oonvenation?
A. yes
B. no
10. If a schedule of free monthly evening workshops was arranged on variow aspects of child
A. yes
B. no
C. undecided
development . would you attend?
II. Presently the children have a small g1a!ll of I{-C juice at preschool each day . It wo uld be my
preference that the children have:
A. mille
B. real fruil juice
C. HoC juice
D. other (specify) _ _ __
_ _ _ 12. 1 would be willing to pay 52 extra per quarter if the children ooukl have milk or real fruit j uice
at .chool instead of H-C?
A. yea
B. no
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- - - J 3. . If a preschool bus were available, I would send my child on the bus if:

A. the bus cost $15 extra per quarter
B. the bus cost $10 ex tra per quarter
C. the bus cost $5 extra per quarter

D. the bus were free
E. I would not send my ch ild on a preschool bus
- - - 14. Which of the following would be the most fair an d proper fee per quarter in terms of the cost
for one child to attend preschool four days a week?

A. SI5
I. $55

B. $20
J . $60

C. $25

K. $65

D. $30
L $75

E. $35
F. $40
G. $45
M. other (specify) _ __

H. $50

15 . Give two or three reasons wh y you answered the question above (.14) the way you did.
\.

2.
3.
- - - 16. If the fee for the preschool were to be increased from $25 to SSO per quarter, I would still have
m y child atten d.
A. yes
B. no
17. If by increasing the fee to S50 per quarter the children could attend a third quarter also costing
S50, I wo uld be willing to pay the extra money.
A. yes
B. no

18. Approximately how many times this quarter have you sat in the o bservation booth for a
minimum of 15 minutes to watch your child?
19. When my child brings home the weekly " letter" listing the concept and activities for the next
week, l :
A. always read the letter
B. most of the time read the letter
C. sometimes read the letter

- - - 20. Have you driven on an excursion this quarter?
- - - 21.

D. seldom read the letter

E. never read the letter

A. yes

B. no

If the answer to the above question is no, why not? (choose only ONE)
A. Work during the preschool hours
Attend school during the preschool hours
Do not have the time
Had a conflict with other activities on the day(s) asked
Do not have accessibility to the CBI

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Other (specify) _ _ __ _ __

- - - 22. What is your ovenUl opinion of the preschool propam at U.S.U.?
A. exceU""t
B. ROOd
C. fair
D. poor
E. very poor
- - _ 23. How doe, your child foel .bout attendlna preschool?
A. like, school ..ry much
B. Iik.. ocbool
C. neither like. nor diIlike • • chool
D. dlaIlke. sc.bool
E. dlaIlke. adIool ~ much
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Please read each statement below and decide whether yOU'
SA = strongly agree
A = agree
0
with each item.

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD
A D SD

SA A D SD
SA A D SD

= disagree

SO = strong1y disagree

There afe no right or wrong answers- give your opinion (circle your answer),

24. 1 am pleased that the child·size toilets in preschool are "open" with no walls around them.
25. I am annoyed if I have to wait when I pick up my child at school.
26. It displeases me if my child comes home with tempera paint on hi s clothing.
27. The children should be learning to read at preschool.
28. In cold weather such as 300 F the children should continue to play outside at school.
29. The research and observation of the children at preschool makes me uncomfonable.
30. I am concerned when my child eats sweets at school such as cook ies or frosted cupcakes.
3l. The children do too many "sitting activities" at preschool.
32. Having student teachers in the preschool does NOT reduce the quality of education my
child receives.
33. Preschool boys should be discouraged from play with dolls.
34. ( would not want my child to have a male nursery school teacher.

A preschool is composed of many parts. In view of yOW' experience with the prelchoo/ at U.S. U., pletUe rote the
[allowing in terms of yOW' own sattsfactfons with the LAB in which YOUR CHILD is now enrolled. (circle yOUT
answer)
KEY : A = very good B = good C = fair 0 = poor E = very poor F = I don't know
ABC 0 E F

35 . Classroom size

ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
A 'BCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

36. Outside space
37. Child's head teacher
38. Cbild's student teachers
39. Parent night
40. Opportunities for your child to develop physicaUy at preschool
41.

Opportunities for your child to develop socially at preschool

42. Opportunities for your child to develop emotionally at preschool
43. Opportunities for your child to develop intellectually at preschool

44. Opportunities for your child to develop creativity at preschool
45.

Using the "concept approach" - building a week's activities around one idea such as
"texture," "birds," "winter," etc.

ABCDEF

46. Outside large-muscle equipment - such as the slide, swinging gate, boat. climbina
equipment. cross bars. etc.

A B CDEF
ABCDEF

47. Inside large-muscle equipment - such as thejung}e gym . blocks, balance beam, tumble tub,etc.

A BCDE F

49.

Food experiences at preschool - such as the children making their own salad. popoom,
cookies, pizza, jello, etc.

ABCDEF

50.

Art experiences at preschool - such as easel painting. fmgcrpainting, playdouah, coUaFS,

ABC DE F

51.

potato printing, etc.
Music activities at preschool - such as singing, band instruments, cr~tive movement••
marching, etc.

AB CDEF
ABCDEF
ABCDEF

52. Class visitors - such as a policeman, dentist. dancer, painter, etc.

48. Small manipulative toys - such as the puzzles, lacing shoe, matchinl proe., cylinders,
sorting shapes, etc.

53.

Excursions - such as a trip to a bakery, nre house, farm. etc.

54.

Uterature at preschool - such as books, flannel board stories, etc.
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_ _ _ 55. In your home does your preschooler use th e toilet:
A. privately? B. semi-privately? C. semi-openly?
-

D. openly?

_ _ 56. Including this winter quarter, how many Quarter(s) has your child been in the four-day-a-week
preschool at U.S.U.? (include summer school if applicable)
57. Please list the AGES of all of your children. Place an asterisk (-) if the child has attended the
U.S.U. preschool and a cross (t) if the child has attended another preschool.

58. Age of your child currently enrolled.
59. Marital status:

A. married

_

_ _ years _ _ _ months

B. widowed

C. separated

D. divorced

60. Level of annual in come for your family unit:
A. less than S4,000
B. S4,000 · S7,000
C. S7,000· SIO,OOO

D. SIO,OOO· S15,000
E. SI5,000' S20,000
F. over S20,000

61. Please circle the last year of schooling YOU completed:
1011 12
1234
High School
CoUege

I 2 3 4 5
Graduate
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PI.. se circle the last year of schooling YOUR HUSBAND completed:
10 II 12
I 2 3 4
I 2 3 4 5
High School
CoUege
Gl1Iduate

63.

Hwband's occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

64. Your occupation _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
65. Your year of birth _ _ _ __

Your citizenship _ _ _ _ __

66. Specifically what did you want your child to have gained as a result of having been enrolled in

preschool?

67. If you could recommend changes in the preschool at U.S.U. what would your recommendations
be?

68. Please state any further comments or sUJ,&estions.
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